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Continuing the struggle

W

elcome to November. By the time
you read this we will have had the
October Budget and no doubt you will
all be digesting what the Chancellor announced.
Looking back it is astonishing how long many of
the current debates in relation to tax have been
around; whether it is the differences in how income
and capital are taxed, the tax and NIC position of
employed and self-employed individuals, or that
IR35 that is back in the news, literally! I hope we did
not get a raft of major changes. Given the current
situation in Westminster and the workload on
HMRC caused by Brexit, it is difficult to see how any
really significant change to the tax system could be
made and over the next couple of years we will all
no doubt continue to struggle on with the changes
of recent years. That said, NICs may be more
important for some from next year. Likewise I trust
there were no major changes to tax reliefs; there
are as many demands for reform as there are for
even more tax relief. As I said at our AGM, we need
to understand the economic and social value of tax
relief to the UK as a whole before going one way or
the other.
The past couple of months have been really
busy for me and others in the Institute. The CIOT
organised three successful panel events at this
year’s political party conferences. Deputy President,
Glyn Fullelove, took part at the Labour conference.
I chaired a panel session at the Conservative
conference at which CIOT Council member Claire
Hooper took part. I also was part of a panel at the
SNP Conferences. The CIOT hosted the Labour
and Conservative events in conjunction with the
Institute for Fiscal Studies with the SNP Conference
being co-hosted with the CBI Scotland. The SNP
conference of course meant a trip to Glasgow so
before that I took part in the ICAEW Practical Tax
conference at North Queensferry, hosting a joint
session with Paul Aplin (President of the ICAEW and
member of the CIOT Council) on our relationships
with HMRC. As part of this session, I was forced to
explain why I don’t do ‘dress down’; I suppose you
had to be there!
I also gave a two-hour marathon talk to a
combined audience from the Edinburgh Tax
Network and CIOT Scotland branch on tax
investigations. The Edinburgh event was made
more interesting by a large number of HMRC
people turning up! In London, my talk to London
Branch again on tax investigations was followed by
a talk to the HMRC Branch, which emphasised how
important HMRC is to us as an organisation.
We should do everything we can to increase
HMRC involvement in both the work of the CIOT
(and the ATT) and as members. There are now over
600 individuals in HMRC who are members of the
CIOT and ATT and adding the students in HMRC and
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HM Treasury makes clear that the Government is
increasingly important to us as an employer of ATTs
and CTAs. They will not always be able to engage
with us to the extent we might like, they will not
always agree with you or you with them, but that
does not mean they don’t agree at least in part or
that they don’t see the difficulties taxpayers face.
All these events also brought home to me how
quickly things are changing and the importance of
keeping our CPD up to date as well as the dangers of
assuming that you are on top of the many changes
over recent years and relevant Tribunal decisions.
In September I attended our Autumn residential
conference in Warwick. With a strong range of
speakers across a broad range of current issues. Our
conferences are great value and as well as letting
you hear from some leading practitioners they allow
you to make and build networks. Peter Rayney (Vice
President) and his team are currently planning our
2019 Spring conference in Cambridge as I write!
In September we jointly hosted, with the ICAEW,
the General Assembly of CFE Tax Advisers Europe.
As part of the Assembly business, two CIOT Council
members, Gary Ashford and Ian Hayes, were elected
Vice-President and Chair of the Tax Technology
Committee respectively – my congratulations to
both. This bodes well for our relationship with the
CFE and ensures our influence in Europe on tax
matters will continue.
Perhaps the most special of the recent events
was the President’s reception at the Imperial War
Museum. This event was our official celebration
of LITRG’s 20th anniversary. John Andrews who,
as President in 1997 was largely responsible for
getting LITRG off the ground, thanked many of those
involved and explained the tremendous value of
LITRG over the years. Another prestigious guest at
the event was Lt General Richard Nugee, who gave
a memorable address about the 100th anniversary
of the end of the First World War this month. For
me, a special highlight on the night was being able
to award four certificates of merit. Finally I am sure
that we all wish Paul Morton, who has stepped
down from his role with the OTS, all the very best
for the future.
And on that note, all that is left is for me to say is:
keep calm and carry on!

Ray McCann
President, CIOT
president@ciot.org.uk

We should do
everything we
can to increase
HMRC involvement
in both the work of
the CIOT (and the
ATT) and as
members
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Running on MTD

T

he eagle eyed among you will have spotted
that our tireless President, Tracy Easman, took
time out of her hectic schedule to write this
page last month. Many thanks to her.
I do not know about you but I cannot move for
Making Tax Digital (MTD) at the moment. It remains
at the forefront of many practitioners’ minds – and
rightly so.
Our technical team has been working very hard
to get the news out there. At the recent CIOT Indirect
Taxes conference, the clear message from HMRC was
that it will happen. Please do not bury your head
in the sand and hope it will go away. HMRC have
published VAT Notice 700/22: Making Tax Digital for
VAT and even if it is all that you do, please read it.
There are a number of examples and illustrations of
case studies that should help you determine how it
will affect you and your clients.
Quite worryingly, not many businesses seem to
be aware of how MTD will impact on them and it
may be that the first that your clients hear of this
will be from you. Very simply, MTD will involve
using MTD compatible software to capture business
transactions, prepare VAT returns and send and
receive information via Application Programming
Interface (API) enabled software. Exactly. Your clients
will appreciate your help.
There are still a number of unknowns and the
scheduling of pilots means we may not necessarily
get enough feedback before things ‘go live’ but the
least we can do is try to be as ready as we can.
By the way, HMRC is simultaneously working on
‘points based’ penalties for MTD; enough said.
In the quest to find ‘functional compatible
software’ what should not be forgotten is the
requirement for agents to have an Agent Services
Account (ASA). The ASA will be the portal through
which agents will file VAT returns for those required
to keep digital records under MTD for VAT. Our
excellent technical officers have, yet again, written an
article on this which can be found at http://tinyurl.
com/yb6vdz48.
In other non-MTD related news, tax continues
to feature in the mainstream media as a number of
cases have either caught the public’s imagination or
involved celebrities. The less said about the case on
why it may be okay to claim a deduction for clothes
that you would not normally wear, the better.
The challenges being made by HMRC to BBC
presenters have been widely reported. Discussions
on this subject can get quite emotional but they
do not appear to be going away soon. Despite a
certain Manchester United supporting ITV presenter
allegedly claiming ‘there is nobody more freelance
than me’, it has been reported that HMRC are
challenging his tax position.
The way the IR35 rules have ‘worked’ resulted
in the government reforming these rules for
engagements in the public sector. Based on their
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initial interpretation of the outcome of this change
(an increase in public sector compliance…) HMRC
are consulting on how to tackle non-compliance with
the off-payroll working rules in the private sector. We
have responded to this consultation at http://tinyurl.
com/ydhque9e.
I have unashamedly reproduced our call that we
feel that the changes should not be introduced for
the private sector before April 2020 as businesses
are already being challenged to deal with Britain’s
exit from the EU and MTD for VAT in 2019. Extending
the public sector off-payroll reforms to the private
sector will simply add further administrative burdens
at a time when business is already dealing with great
uncertainty.
On a brighter note, I attended the ATT/AAT
Sharpen Your Tax Skills conference in London. These
practical conferences involve delegates being piloted
through various scenarios that they may come across
in practice. Led by our ex-President and Co-Chair
of our Technical committee Michael Steed, ably
supported by our technical officers, I can do no more
than quote the feedback from a delegate who said:
‘I like that we get answers to real problems’. The
roadshow continues across the country and I would
suggest you try and attend one of them.
I was pleased to attend the Admissions ceremony
for newly qualified members at the House of Lords
recently. It is always a joy to meet newly qualified
members but we were particularly thrilled to
welcome a number of them from Bangalore. It
is great that the popularity of the qualification
continues to grow. A number of firms have embraced
outsourcing and see this as the way forward. The
knowledge that our qualification can be obtained at
local centres where their outsourced operations are
based should be welcome news to them.
Talking of exams, as a former chairman of the
Student Steering Group I have seen first-hand the
commendable work that the Education Team at
Head Office do. We recently said goodbye to our
Chief Examiner Sue Short and I want to place on
record our thanks to her for running the team of
‘faceless’ examiners who work so hard to keep
things ticking over. I would also like to welcome
Helen Stainton, our new Chief Examiner, and wish
her every success in a truly valuable, demanding but
exceptionally rewarding role.
Has anyone mentioned that next month is
Christmas?

Jeremy Coker
Deputy President, ATT
page@att.org.uk

The roadshow
continues
across the country
and I would suggest
you try and attend
one of them
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POLITICAL CONFERENCES

B

rexit hung over this year’s party
conference season like a big
black cloud. For pro-Europeans it
portended storms ahead and blanketed
everything beneath it in a suffocating
gloom. For its enthusiasts the cloud was
Brussels itself, needing to be blown aside,
leaving the UK free to enjoy the blue skies
and sunshine of free-wheeling freemarketeering.
But through the Brexit murk, other
issues are stirring, and they are biggies,
from inequality to the housing crisis to the
ascendancy of the ‘tech titans’. What’s
more, tax is central to the solutions being
ruminated on by our political rainmakers.

Lib Dems

The Liberal Democrats are unfashionable
in many ways (yellow jumpers anyone?),
and these include clinging to the quaint
notion that the conference floor is a place
for serious policy debates and argument
rather than just an extended rally. Thus
it was that the party deliberated on two
substantial tax motions in Brighton, with
plenty of challenge from speakers in the
debates, though ultimately both were
voted through overwhelmingly.
The first of these creates new policy
around the taxation of wealth and capital.
Policies in the motion are eye-catchingly
bold. They include turning inheritance
tax into a progressive large gifts tax,
taxing capital gains and dividends through
the income tax system, abolishing
capital gains forgiveness at death and
introducing a flat rate of relief on pension
contributions. The party expects these
reforms to raise an additional £15 billion
per year.
The other substantial tax motion
passed at the conference proposes
replacing business rates with a land
value tax – the ‘Commercial Landowner
Levy’. This would be based on the land
value of commercial sites and would
have no discounts for empty and derelict
premises. The party would replace small
business rates relief with a doubled
Employment Allowance. Most existing
reliefs (including for agricultural land)
would be maintained.
Other policy news from the conference
included support for reforming Making
Tax Digital ‘to ease the transition to
quarterly reporting of VAT and other
taxes’. The policy of increasing all rates
of income tax by 1p to increase funding
for the NHS was reaffirmed. This would
be a ‘stepping stone’ to a dedicated
‘health and care tax’. Also, the statement
in the ‘wealth taxes’ motion that council
tax would be replaced, if at all, by a
percentage-based annual property tax,
appears to kill off the party’s longstanding
policy of a local income tax.
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The big
black cloud
George Crozier looks at the impact of impending
Brexit on this year’s conference season and the
parties’ tax and economic plans

Labour

There wasn’t much new tax policy
announced in Liverpool (a levy on holiday
homes was an exception) but there were
some pointers towards potentially radical
ideas being under consideration.
In particular it is worth studying the
recent IPPR report, ‘Prosperity and Justice:
A Plan for the New Economy’. Jeremy
Corbyn called it ‘excellent’. Shadow
Chancellor John McDonnell said it was
‘magnificent’. He said Labour ‘might just
re-cover it’ for its next manifesto. So what
does the report say? It is, of course wideranging, but on tax its recommendations
include combining employee NICs and
income tax, replacing marginal tax bands
with a formula-based system, applying
a gradually rising marginal rate of tax
as incomes rise; wrapping taxation of
dividends and capital gains into this single
tax; replacing inheritance tax with a
lifetime gifts tax levied on the recipient;
replacing business rates with land value
taxation; and introducing an Alternative

Minimum Corporation Tax as a ‘backstop
tax’ levied on multinationals which
consistently report low profits in the UK
and are unable to show these are genuine.
Many of these proposals resemble
those adopted by the Lib Dems the
previous week. Some of them also appear
in a recent report from the Resolution
Foundation. While we cannot know which
of them will find their way into Labour’s
next manifesto it appears that on the
left and centre of UK politics momentum
is growing behind a quite radical set of
reforms aimed at (a) tackling avoidance
and apparent distortions in the tax system,
(b) tilting the system more towards taxing
land and wealth, and (c) perhaps raising
some extra money too.
Avoidance and transparency continue
to be Labour priorities. John McDonnell
told the conference he was launching
a ‘shareholder campaign’ to demand
companies sign up to the Fair Tax Mark
standards, ‘demonstrating transparently
that they pay their fair share of taxes’.
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Conservatives

At the CIOT/IFS/Labour Business fringe
event on taxing business in a digital world,
Shadow Treasury Minister Anneliese
Dodds reconfirmed Labour’s support for
public country-by-country reporting by
multinational companies. She agreed that
unilateral approaches are less effective
than a joint approach across nations. On
the question of taxing large technology
firms, Dodds argued that there is a
need to rebalance tax to help bricks and
mortar business. She also confirmed
that it remains Labour policy to raise the
corporation tax rate back to 26 per cent
(21 per cent for small profits).
One of the biggest announcements of the
conference was that a Labour government
will legislate for large companies to transfer
10 per cent of their shares into an ‘Inclusive
Ownership Fund’ where they will be held and
managed collectively by employees. Critics of
the policy have suggested that because the
Exchequer would take the remainder of the
fund over a sum of £500 per employee, it is
essentially a hidden tax rise.

Brexit, of course, dominated the
conference. Even discussions on other
topics were framed in terms of positioning
the UK after Brexit, and this applied to tax
in particular. For the free market right, the
‘escape from Brussels’ grip’ is regarded
as the perfect prompt for a round of tax
cutting, with calls for corporation tax to be
cut beyond the government’s 17 per cent
target (reconfirmed at the conference) to
10 per cent.
Chancellor Philip Hammond did not
promise this. He did predict, though, that
once a deal was agreed there would be
a boost to economic growth – a ‘Deal
Dividend’ – part of which would be spent on
keeping taxes low. Hammond also referred to
the need to prepare for the possibility of ‘no
deal’ saying he would ‘maintain enough fiscal
firepower to support our economy if that
happens’. He was not explicit about the form
this would take, but has reportedly ‘pencilled
in’ the Spring Statement for introducing ‘a
combination of both fiscal and monetary
support’ if needed.
The Chancellor gave the strongest
indication yet that the government are
planning a Digital Services Tax on the
revenue of large digital companies.
Financial Secretary Mel Stride told the
CIOT/IFS fringe meeting that the proposal
would ideally be pursued multilaterally but
he feared the US was relatively hostile to it.
While the government don’t want to catch
people just starting up – so there must be
a de minimis threshold – we are committed
to doing something about this issue, he
said. Views within business on the DST
proposal vary. The tech sector is critical,
the CBI are sceptical, but small business
owners appear mostly supportive. As at
the other conferences, the idea of taxing
‘big tech’ more was widely linked to the
idea of taxing high street businesses less,
and this reflects the deep unpopularity of
business rates.
The Prime Minister devoted the latter
stages of her conference speech to setting
out the government’s approach to four
economic challenges she judged were
facing the country. To varying extents tax
is relevant to all four. The first challenge
is fixing markets, some of which are seen
as not working in the interests of ordinary
people. Policies here include changing
employment rules, so new technology
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cannot undermine workers’ rights, and, on
housing, scrapping stamp duty for most
first-time buyers, and the new proposal
of a higher rate of stamp duty on non-UK
residents buying UK residential property. The
second challenge is the cost of living. Policies
here include cutting income tax, the national
living wage, extending free childcare and
the continuing fuel duty freeze. Challenge
number three is ‘ending austerity’. No details
here, beyond a signpost to next year’s
spending review, but some tax increases
will surely be needed. Finally, helping
communities ‘left behind’. Policies cited here
include a modern industrial strategy and
investing in training (tweaks were announced
to the apprenticeship levy).

SNP

Scottish Finance Secretary Derek Mackay
told delegates of his pride that Scotland
was now ‘the fairest taxed part of the UK’.
This follows the introduction in April of new
‘starter’ and ‘intermediate’ rates of income
tax while also increasing the additional
and higher rates of tax by 1p. However
speculation is mounting that, in order to
secure parliamentary backing for his fiscal
plans, the finance secretary may have to
introduce further income tax reforms in
order to gain the support of one or more
opposition parties.
Kate Forbes, Scotland’s Public Finance
Minister, told the CIOT/CBI Scotland fringe
meeting that the Scottish government
will be introducing legislation to enable
local authorities to pilot a business rates
supplement for online retailers. This is a
proposal from last year’s Barclay Review
of business rates. A decision is reportedly
still to be made on whether councils will
also be allowed to place a supplement on
out-of-town operators such as retail parks.
The Scottish government is also exploring
whether to introduce a ‘tourist tax’.

Conclusion

So there we are: some big ideas, some
fiddlier ones, as we head, apparently, out
of both the EU and the ‘age of austerity’.
When the clouds clear will this new era
bring glorious summer, or a cold, frosty
winter? Time will tell. In the meantime,
like Kate Bush in Cloudbusting, we are
left, nervously, ‘on top of the world,
looking over the edge’, and hoping that
‘something good is going to happen’.
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LOSS RELIEF

KEY POINTS
zz
What is the issue?

The intention of the loss restriction that
is now in CTA 2010 Part 7ZA is to restrict
the loss relief available to companies
with profits over £5 million so that the
total loss relief is restricted to £5 million
plus half the profits above that number.
zz
What does it mean to me?
Most advisers have assumed that
it is not a problem, because their
clients do not have profits exceeding
£5 million. However, there are
compliance requirements that apply to
all companies, regardless of the size of
their profits or of the amounts of losses
that they are trying to set off.
zz
What can I take away?
Failure to comply with these
requirements could, in some cases,
mean that even small cases lose out
on the ability to set off carried forward
losses. The purpose of this article is to
try and explain those issues.

Background

T

he changes to tax legislation during
2017 were probably amongst the
most confusing that I can ever
remember, partly because of the way
the budget cycle unfolded with the
unexpected general election. Readers
will recall that a number of provisions
that were intended to apply from 1 April
2017 were removed from the first Finance
Act of that year in order to get the Act
passed before the election. There was
then a period of uncertainty before most
of the provisions were reinstated in the
second Finance Act of 2017. So we had a
number of new tax provisions that were
effective from 1 April 2017 but did not
receive Royal Assent until 16 November
2017! Just to add to the confusion,
draft amendments to the legislation
were published on 6 July 2018, taking
immediate effect (subject to FA 2019
getting Royal Assent, of course).
One provision that has not, perhaps,
received the attention it deserves from
most advisers is the loss restriction that is
now in CTA 2010 Part 7ZA. The intention
is to restrict the loss relief available to
companies with profits over £5 million
so that the total loss relief is restricted
to £5 million plus half the profits above
that number. For example, if a company
has carried forward losses of £10 million
and makes profits of £10 million in
the following accounting period, the
maximum set off of the carried forward
losses is only £7.5 million, i.e. £5 million
plus half the rest of the profits.

This DOES affect you!

The concept is straightforward but the
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The hoops
to jump
through
Pete Miller explains why new
loss restriction compliance
requirements apply to all
companies, not just those with
profits of more than £5 million

legislation is extremely complicated.
Most of us, however, have assumed
that it is not a problem, because our
clients do not have profits exceeding
£5 million. So, like me, many of you
will have assumed that this legislation
has no bearing on the work that we do,
and largely ignored it. Unfortunately,
this would have been wrong, because
there are compliance requirements
that apply to all companies, regardless
of the size of their profits or of the
amounts of losses that they are trying
to set off. Failure to comply with these
requirements could, in some cases,
mean that even small cases lose out
on the ability to set off carried forward
losses. The purpose of this article is to
try and explain those issues.

Singleton companies

Let us start by looking at a stand-alone
company. The company has a ‘deductions
allowance’ of £5 million (CTA 2010 s
269ZW). This is the amount of profit that
against which carried forward losses
can be set off without restriction. If the
companies accounting period is less than
12 months, the £5 million allowance is
reduced accordingly. Logically, we would
assume that it means that a company
with profits and carry forward losses of
less than £5 million each should not suffer
any kind of restriction on the set off of
those losses. For example, if Pete Ltd has
a trading loss in the year to 31 December
2018 of £10,000 and a trading profit of
£20,000 in the year to 31 December 2019,
we would expect the carried forward loss
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to reduce the taxable trading profit in the
later year to £10,000. However, this is
not the whole story!
The legislation implicitly appears
to require us to divide the deductions
allowance between various types of
loss carried forward. Specifically, we
are required to state on the company’s
tax return how much of the deductions
allowance is to be allocated to certain
types of loss.
For trading losses, part of the
deduction must be allocated to carried
forward losses under CTA 2010 ss 45 and
45B, as the ‘trading profits deductions
allowance’, under CTA 2010 s 269ZB(7)
(a). Section 45 losses are trading losses
arising prior to 1 April 2017, which can
only be set against profits arising from

the same trade. Section 45B covers
losses arising on or after 1 April 2017,
which can also only be set against profits
of the same trade, as they do not qualify
for set off against total profits of the
company. The legislation also states
that if the trading profits deductions
allowance is not stated on the return,
then no such allowance is given, so that
the company will not have any part of
the £5 million deductions allowance
allocated against these carried forward
losses, so only 50% of the profits can be
reduced by those losses, regardless of its
profits.
To revisit the previous example, let us
assume that the losses at 31 December
2018 could only be set off against profits
of the same trade, under s 45B. If, in the
year to 31 December 2019 Pete Ltd failed
to state on the return a trading profits
deductions allowance of at least £10,000
for that year, no such allowance would
be given and the loss relief under s 45B
would be restricted to half the profits
for the year to 31 March 2019, so only
£5,000 of losses could be set off, leaving
£5,000 chargeable to corporation tax.
Section 269ZC contains parallel
provisions for carried forward nontrading loan relationship deficits, either
under CTA 2009 s 457(3) or s 463H(5),
which refer to deficits that can only
be used to set off against non-trading
profits of the company in later years.
Once again, if the amount concerned,
in this case the ‘non-trading profits
deductions allowance’ is not stated on
the return, no allowance is given.
So the first big message of this article
is that there is a compliance requirement
in respect of certain carried forward
trading losses and non-trading loan
relationship deficits, to explicitly state
a number on the tax return in order not
to suffer a restriction in the ability to
set off those losses. There is no obvious
policy reason why this should be so, nor
why the appropriate proportion of the £5
million allowance should be disallowed
if this is not done. More to the point, at
least in my opinion, is that there is no
obvious policy reason why these complex
compliance requirements should apply
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to the vast majority of companies to
which this legislation otherwise simply
does not apply. HMRC stated that they
expected that 99% of companies to be
unaffected by these rules, which turns
out to be a disingenuous statement if
every company with a loss relief claim is
required to comply with these rules in
terms of reporting requirements even
if the loss restriction is not intended to
apply to those companies.
The confusion is even greater when
we consider that this potential loss
of the ability to set off certain losses
only applies to specific types of trading
loss and non-trading loan relationship
deficit. All the other forms of allowable
loss, which can be set against total
profits of a company, are dealt with
under CTA 2010 s 269ZD. This has no
requirement to divide the deductions
allowance between the different types
of loss (indeed, it appears that it does
even restrict the deductions allowance
by reference to amounts used under
ss 269ZB and 269ZC), and there is no
restriction on the use of those carried
forward losses due to any failure to write
them down.
CTA 2010 s 269ZZ(1) also requires a
company state its deductions allowance
for a period on its tax return, which
seems unnecessarily repetitive, but this
applies only if deductions are made to
which ss 269ZB, 269ZC or 269ZD apply.
Again, there does not appear to be any
sanction for failure to do so.

Tax returns

The other major issue was that the
online corporation tax return had not
been amended to allow the figures to
be stated, despite the legislation having
received Royal Assent a year ago and
having come into force 19 months ago.
Following representations by, amongst
others, the CIOT, HMRC have responded
by, firstly, reminding us that the company
tax return comprises not just the CT 600
return form but also the computations
and the accounts (paragraph 3, schedule
18 to FA 1998). Among other things,
HMRC’s response to the representations
refers to the guide for box 285 the CT
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600, where the carried forward trading
losses to be set against total profits are
to be entered. There is a requirement
for a detailed calculation, and HMRC say
that ‘inclusion of the calculation of the
carried-forward losses when submitting
the CT 600 will fulfil the statutory
requirements’ in respect of specifying
amounts allocated to the trading and
non-trading profits where applicable.
This is, of course, very helpful, albeit
somewhat belated. We are also promised
further detailed guidance, later this year.

Groups of companies

Matters get even more complicated when
we look at groups of companies. If a
company is a member of the group, then
the £5 million allowance must be split
between those companies in the group
that are subject to UK corporation tax.
This is a logical anti-fragmentation rule
and it is not surprising that there are rules
also determining that one company in
the group must be nominated (CTA 2010
s 269ZS) to provide a statement to HMRC
as to how the £5 million is to be allocated
between all of the group companies, the
‘group allowance allocation statement’
(ss 269ZT et seq.). A group allowance
allocation statement must be submitted
to HMRC by the nominated company for
every accounting period (s 269ZT(1)),
even if no loss set off is being claimed, as
there does not seem to be any provision
to say that a statement is not required if
no carried forward losses are being set
off in that period.
The group allowance allocation
statement must give the following
information (s 269ZV(3):
zz
identify the group to which it relates,
zz
specify the accounting period, of the
company that is or was the nominated
company, to which the statement
relates (‘the nominee's accounting
period’),

zz
specify the days in the nominee's

accounting period on which that
company was the nominated company
in relation to the group or state that
that company was the nominated
company throughout the period,
zz
state the group deductions allowance
the group has for the nominee's
accounting period,
zz
list one or more of the companies that
were members of the group and within
the charge to corporation tax in the
nominee's accounting period (‘listed
companies’),
zz
allocate amounts of the group
deductions allowance to the listed
companies, and
zz
for each amount of group deductions
allowance allocated to a listed
company, specify the accounting
period of the listed company for which
it is allocated.
More importantly, in the context
of this article, is the fact that there is
no exclusion for small groups which
have profits that are nowhere near the
£5 million limit. There are many twocompany groups, for example, with a
holding company and a trading subsidiary.
The holding company might be a passthrough company for dividends, or it
might also hold valuable assets, such
as the trading premises. Either way,
assuming both companies are subject
to UK corporation tax, one of those
companies must be nominated to provide
HMRC with a group allowance allocation
statement for every accounting period!
There is no exclusion for small groups,
although there does not appear to be
any obvious sanction for failures in this
respect, either.
HMRC’s response to recent
representations is to repeat the fact
that ‘the requirement is relevant to all
groups regardless of the level of overall

profits’, which is simply unhelpful and
unreasonable. They do, however,
promise that they will be publishing
a template for the group allowance
allocation statement in the Company
Taxation Manual, although they are
having some technical difficulties at the
moment. In the meantime, a document
in pdf form providing the required
information will be acceptable.

What are we doing about it?

In discussions HMRC have shown a total
lack of commercial understanding of
the time taken to comply with some
of these requirements and the extra
work required for firms with a large
number of corporate clients, for whom
the compliance burden has been
increased wholly unnecessarily. In later
representations, therefore, such as that
by the CIOT on 5 October 2018, we have
concentrated on the practical issues,
such as updating the online forms, so
that the statutorily required numbers can
be inserted, and updating and clarifying
the guidance, to make it clear what is
required by companies to ensure that
their ability to use losses is not restricted
unnecessarily and contrary to the policy
intention.
HMRC’s response does provide
some helpful information about how
companies should satisfy the compliance
requirements, although some of them
feel (to me, at least), as though they
have an element of fudging. I hope the
response will be widely publicised. But
while it is helpful to know how to comply,
none of this addresses the fundamental
issue of why some of these requirements
are there in the first place. And there
are a lot of people out there that have
no idea of the new compliance burdens,
because they have assumed that they or
their clients are within the unaffected
99%!

READ TAX ADVISER ONLINE
You can read the latest issue of Tax Adviser at
www.taxadvisermagazine.com from the first of the
month – featuring all of the monthly features and technical
content, and accessible for desktop, tablet and mobile.
You can also find our iOS and Android
apps in the app stores now.
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BEPS

The arm’s
length
principle
under
pressure?

Jo Myers examines the OECD’s ongoing work
on BEPS Actions 8-10: Financial Transactions
© iStockphoto/AndreyPopov

KEY POINTS
zz
What is the issue?

The BEPS Inclusive Framework has
published a discussion draft on the
content of a new chapter of the
OECD Transfer Pricing Guidelines on
financial transactions.
zz
What does it mean to me?
A key concern of some countries in
this regard is the perceived complexity
of applying the arm’s length principle
to financial transactions, with
attendant compliance demands on
taxpayers and tax authorities.
zz
What can I take away?
Unless consensus can be reached on the
final approach, the consequences could be
wide reaching in terms of the approach to
transfer pricing more generally.

Deep divisions

T

he BEPS Inclusive Framework has
committed as part of the on-going
work following BEPS to bring forward
a new chapter of the OECD Transfer Pricing
Guidelines providing guidance on financial
transactions.
As a first step towards this end, in
July the OECD secretariat published a
‘non consensus’ discussion draft for
comment. The long delay in finalising the
document and its many inconsistencies
reflect deep divisions between members
of the Inclusive Framework on key areas
including:
zzwhether the arm’s length principle can
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effectively address capital structure

zz
how intra-group loans should be priced

and the relevance of a multinational
group’s credit rating and overall cost of
debt
zz
how finance/treasury companies should
be characterised and remunerated
(whether as service providers or
entrepreneurial risk takers)
Underlying all of these divisions is
a question as to whether, and to what
extent, the arm’s length principle can
or should be relied upon as a primary
means of pricing intra-group financial
transactions.
Given the divisions which currently
exist on fundamental aspects of the
discussion draft, the input from the initial
public consultation is likely to be reflected
in a further draft which will hopefully
reflect a greater degree of consensus
based on input received. Final guidance is
not expected until at least 2019.

What is all the fuss about?

A key concern of some countries in this
regard is the perceived complexity of
applying the arm’s length principle to
financial transactions, with attendant
compliance demands on taxpayers and tax
authorities. These differing perspectives
are reflected in the draft which includes
proposals for simplified approaches even
though these may compromise the arm’s
length principle.

Additionally, some countries consider, as
was clear in the BEPS Action 4 discussions,
that the arm’s length principle per se has
proven ineffective against aggressive tax
planning in the context of intra-group
financial transactions.
Countries which support the continued
application of the arm’s length principle
in this area have concerns about the
consequences of moving away from it,
especially where this may limit access
to relief from double taxation currently
provided by double taxation agreements,
and may have consequences for the
application of the arm’s length principle
more generally.
The main areas of contention are
discussed below.

Capital structure considerations

The discussion draft raises the question
as to how to ascertain whether an
intra-group loan is in substance debt or
equity. The current drafting suggests that
countries can choose whether to apply
the arm’s length principle or to apply
non-transfer pricing rules such as safe
harbours in this area.
This probably reflects an irreconcilable
difference of opinion at Inclusive
Framework in this area with many tax
authorities having concluded (as was seen
in the BEPS Action 4 discussions) that
there is no such thing as an arm’s length
capital structure, or alternatively that it is
too difficult to apply this standard.
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It appears that, whilst there is no overt
softening of the BEPS Action 4 position, there
is a concern about relieving double taxation if
the question of debt/quasi equity cannot be
effectively addressed under double taxation
agreements. This may happen if some
countries reject the relevance of the arm’s
length principle in this area.

Treasury function

An illustration of the drive for greater
simplification is the assertion at para 43
that the treasury function ‘will usually be a
support service to the main value creating
operations’. The inference is that treasury
companies generally should receive a low,
cost plus, reward and consequently should
not be entitled even to retain a margin on
any borrowing and lending activities.
This statement is however at variance
with other statements in the draft, such
as that treasury is an important and
‘potentially complex’ activity, and with
some of the example scenarios in the
draft which show such companies having
complex functional and risk profiles, as is
often the case in practice.

Pricing intra-group loans

The most controversial proposals in the draft
relate to the pricing of intra-group loans.
Historically, the OECD has struggled to
reach consensus on the appropriateness
of reflecting group affiliation/halo effect
when pricing intra-group debt, as opposed
to using a completely stand-alone rating
for a subsidiary. Although there is still
not complete consensus between major
countries on this, most countries now accept
that it should be reflected in principle.
However, rather than bridge the existing
gaps on this issue, the discussion draft brings
forward more radical proposals.
Amongst these is the proposal for a
‘rebuttable presumption’ that each group
member has the same credit rating as the
global group. This may have been proposed
partly in the spirit of simplifying the
process of pricing intra-group loans, which
would be a good thing for tax authorities
and taxpayers alike.
However, the proposal is effectively not
to apply the arm’s length principle to intragroup loans, since it cannot be argued, in
the absence of explicit parental guarantees
(which would involve the need to consider
guarantee fees), that any reasonable
application of the arm’s length principle
would result in all subsidiaries having the
rating of the group. This is the case even
with adjustments for implicit support, since
different subsidiaries will have varying
degrees of importance to the wider group.
Furthermore, even where taxpayers
have the right to ‘rebut’ the presumption,
the process could be overly onerous/difficult
and/or could meet with tax authority
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resistance such that, in practice, very few
intra-group loans may end up being priced
on an arm’s length basis.
A similar proposal in the draft is to use a
group’s average interest rate on its external
debt as a benchmark for internal loans. This
is conceptually not an arm’s length approach
given the major differences which often
exist between a group’s borrowing capacity
and that of any individual group entity. Also,
in practice, it is often very difficult, where
multinational groups have multiple debt
tranches, to work out such an ‘average’ cost.
Alongside the proposals for the approach
to pricing intra-group loans based on the
group’s credit rating/interest rates is a great
deal of discussion regarding how to apply
an arm’s length approach in this area absent
such group benchmarks.
The draft sets out a range of factors
which it is proposed need to be considered
in order accurately to price an intra-group
loan, including the need to consider both
the lender’s and borrower’s perspectives.
The need to consider multiple factors for all
intra-group loans could increase the level of
complexity and the compliance burden on
multinational groups. This may lead to much
time-consuming discussion in tax audits
about hypothetical alternative scenarios.
Based on the current draft, especially
regarding the making of comparability
adjustments, there is a potential requirement
for an unrealistic level of precision in the
selection of comparables. In this context it
is not just ‘likely’ that potential comparables
will differ from tested transaction, but
‘certain’ they will, and the making of
comparability adjustments to individual
comparables is often difficult or impossible
in practice.

Conclusions

The arm’s length principle remains
the basis of the OECD’s approach to
pricing transactions between associated
enterprises, according to the latest version
of the Transfer Pricing Guidelines. This
is endorsed in section A of the draft on
financial transactions.
If the BEPS Inclusive Framework wishes
to maintain an approach based on the
arm’s length principle, with associated
processes for obtaining relief of double
taxation under double taxation treaties, it
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should as a minimum take action on the
points set out below.
If some countries cannot accept that
capital structure matters can be addressed by
reference to the arm’s length principle, it is
clear that there needs to be a new/alternative/
supplementary mechanism available to
multinational groups, such as some form of
arbitration, to resolve disputes and prevent
double taxation.  
Countries should seek to resolve the
ambiguities in the current draft on group
treasury companies and formally recognise
that there is a spectrum of functional and risk
profiles with some companies being purely
service providers but others bearing and
controlling complex risks (credit/FX/liquidity)
and employing skilled/qualified personnel.
Therefore there should be no ‘one size fits all’
approach.
With regard to pricing intra-group loans,
the suggested approaches based on use of
the group’s credit rating/interest rate should
be rejected but equally the concerns about
the complexity of applying the arm’s length
principle in this area should be addressed.
There is no reference in the discussion draft
to materiality in terms of the work that should
be needed to demonstrate an arm’s length
outcome, and it would be most helpful if
further commentary and ideally some practical
guidance could be added. APAs should be
widely available for financial transactions.
The consequences if the BEPS Inclusive
Framework is not able to reach a consensus
position based on the arm’s length principle
include increased tax audits, MAP referrals and
unrelieved double taxation. Not to be able to
reach agreement would not be in the spirit of
creating earlier and greater certainty which was
one of the key BEPS objectives (BEPS Action
14) and which is part of the on-going work on
an amended Chapter IV to the OECD Transfer
Pricing Guidelines on Transfer Pricing Dispute
Resolution.
The objective should be a comprehensive
set of guidelines for financial transactions
based on the arm’s length principle with
an approach to demonstrating compliance
with this based on materiality of individual
transactions. This should reduce the number
of tax audits on financial transactions and
facilitate relief from double taxation via
either MAP or alternative dispute resolution
mechanisms.   
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KEY POINTS
zz
What is the issue?

It is critical to understand that no
business has the full Brexit picture but
certain scenarios are emerging and
decisions have to be made.
zz
What does it mean to me?
The continuing political uncertainty has
heightened the risk of no deal and as
a consequence many more businesses
have begun to realise that it is time to
act and in particular the importance of
taking ‘No Regret’ actions to assess the
effects of Brexit on them.
zz
What can I take away?
There are a number of key actions
businesses have and should be taking in
order to put themselves in a position to
address the main tax-related challenges
facing them. These are principally in
relation to trading arrangements and
workforce, but are by no means limited
to these areas.

Finding your
Panny Loucas and Matthew Clark consider some
‘no regret’ actions businesses should be taking,
no matter the outcome of the Brexit negotiations

T

he refrain from many businesses in
relation to Brexit has been that there
is no point in planning because the
landscape remains too unclear. It is also
certainly true that the status of the Brexit
negotiations at the time of writing this article
may well have significantly altered in the
short time that elapses before it is read.
However none of that lessens the
importance of being prepared for Brexit.
The financial services industry and the
pharmaceutical sector have been the prime
movers in this regard, primarily driven by
regulatory issues. But in the second half of
2018 as the clock has been counting down
to 11pm on 29 March 2019, many more
businesses have been looking to prepare as
best they can.
There are a number of key actions
businesses have and should be taking in order
to put themselves in a position to address
the main tax-related challenges facing them.
These are principally in relation to trading
arrangements and workforce, but are by no
means limited to these areas.
A quick recap on the most likely outcome
of the negotiations between the UK and the
EU27 is important to understand what the key
issues confronting business are.
Although one can feel as if there are
myriad of options in terms of what the post
Brexit world will look like, in fact these can
be boiled down into three main possible
scenarios:
zz
no deal
zz
a low alignment deal, and
zz
a high alignment deal.
A low alignment deal and no deal are
very similar in most practical terms, as will
be explained below. An example of a ‘high
alignment deal’ is the one outlined in the
Chequers Agreement and set out in detail
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in the White Paper issued in July 2018 ‘The
Future Relationship between the United
Kingdom and the European Union’. This
involves the UK in all but name staying in the
customs union and single market for goods,
but with restrictions on market access for
services and free movement of people.
A low alignment deal would be one
that builds upon the EU-Canada Free Trade
Agreement (CETA), with the UK leaving the
customs union and single market, with the
introduction of customs, rules of origin,
significantly reduced market access for
services and the end of free movement of
people. As noted above, this from a planning
perspective is very similar to a ‘No Deal’
scenario – certainly from a physical trade
perspective, as it will require businesses to
prepare and implement all the compliance
processes to trade across an international
border with the EU. We believe it is critical
to understand that no business has the
full Brexit picture but certain scenarios are
emerging and decisions have to be made.
Time is limited to effect change, even when
focussing on the main business areas likely to
be affected: trade and customs (supply chain),
people and immigration and regulation and
legal. As such, the greater the operational and
regulatory complexity in a business, the more
urgent it is to take action now.
The other crucial thing for businesses
to understand is that even if there is a
‘high alignment’ deal the pre and post

business landscape is likely to have changed
significantly.
Despite the close alignment in terms of
goods that this brings, the UK would still need
to seek new arrangements with the 50 plus
countries with which the EU has FTAs. And the
current position in terms of access to EU/EEA
workers and the single market for services
will be fundamentally altered. This is because
even a high alignment deal is unlikely to cover
services in any significant way or grant the
same level of free movement of people – as
demonstrated by the Chequers proposals.
Therefore for those businesses whose main
provision is of cross-border services or whose
business combines the provisions of goods
and services cross-border (e.g. complex
equipment which requires installation and/or
servicing) things may change significantly.
The continuing political uncertainty has
heightened the risk of no deal and as a
consequence many more businesses have
begun to realise that it is time to act and in
particular the importance of taking ‘no regret’
actions to assess the effects of Brexit.
So what are businesses actually doing?
These actions are summarised below, all of
which we think are key to undertake as soon
as practical given the lead time that may be
needed to address any issues they bring to
light.

Action 1: Clean up data

Whatever the border looks like, data will
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be key, and will become even more critical
if we’re successful in creating innovative
solutions for enhanced data sharing and risk
profiling to enable the faster movement of
goods across the new international border.
Investing in clean, well-classified customs
data for goods traded with the EU27 today is
a prudent first step in preparing for change at
the border.
Given that businesses will classify these
goods for current VAT intrastat reporting,
there is a good starting point to build upon,
by enhancing that classification from eight
numerical digits to 10 numerical digits fit
for a customs declaration. So it’s a good
time for businesses to review and ensure
their goods data is accurate, appropriately
classified and stored now, to make the
process simpler from day one.

Action 2: Build ways to capture more
data

It’s probable that trade with the EU27 will
require declaration of additional data for the
processing of customs clearances. In addition
to checking existing master data, businesses
should plan to capture the customs origin
and value of products to take advantage of
any Free Trade Agreement we move to with
the EU. Systems and process changes take
time to implement and embed, and will also
have to adapt to accommodate VAT as well as
customs duty changes. So, understanding the
as-is and planning future systems now means

a business will be better positioned to meet
the new border requirements.

Action 3: Know supply chains

Businesses should focus on all their UK
inbound and outbound movements. They
should review their current global movements
to and from the UK. Each business needs
to understand if they are benefiting from
any current Free Trade Agreements, Tariff
Suspensions etc. to import or export physical
goods (materials, parts and finished goods)
with a lower customs duty rate than usual.
This is because it is possible that access will
be lost to some or all of these agreements for
a period of time after Brexit until the UK can
enter into its own Free Trade Agreements.
In terms of current UK to EU supply chains,
each business should model their customs
duty, import VAT cashflow and admin charges.
Intrastat data can be used as a starting point
for this modelling. This will highlight which
supply chains are most at risk from either an
increase in cost or lead times. This enables
a business to identify quickly which supply
chains it should prioritise and take action on
in the first instance.

Action 4: Take advantage of ‘special
procedures’ where available

Businesses should prepare to apply for the
tax approvals that they will need to trade
across the international border with the EU27
on day 1, i.e. an EORI (importer of record
account) without which it is impossible
to import or export from the UK, a duty
deferment account to delay the payment
of border taxes otherwise cash is required
immediately upon the import of goods.
In addition to these basic approvals
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businesses should take advantage of
existing government simplifications to
mitigate the cost of Brexit. HM Revenue
& Customs approvals designed to support
importers and exporters trading outside
the EU have historically offered little
upside for those trading within the EU.
However, post-Brexit, such approvals will
be available to all businesses who will then
be trading internationally.
Special procedures like Authorised
Economic Operator (AEO) should offer the
chance of a competitive advantage for a
more efficient border clearance, regardless
of how the border is managed. The more
traditional special procedures like customs
warehousing and inward processing could
offer competitive advantages by eliminating
the potential double customs duty costs
dependent on a business’s supply chain
model. As government resources to manage
applications are currently scarce and the
process can take months, businesses should
be performing an analysis without delay on
their need for such procedures and how to
put them in place quickly.

Action 5: Review tax structure

It is important for businesses to undertake
a wider tax review of their group structure
in the EU to be determined whether it is
optimal for a post Brexit environment. This
should encompass not only customs and
VAT implications of the structure (which
would complement action 3 above) in
terms of which group companies import or
export; but also the funds flows in terms
of dividends, interest and royalties and
whether there is reliance on EU directives
in terms of withholding tax mitigation.
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It will also be important to review the
impact of Brexit on the transfer pricing
methodology used, given that payment
for royalties, intellectual property rights
and management fees may be linked to
UK to EU supply chains which will have an
impact on the customs value of declared
goods.
Aligned to tax are the following
important additional actions to prepare
businesses.

Action 6: Review the workforce
composition

It is key for a business to understand
the mixture of UK and EU/EEA nationals
which make up its workforce – and then
to determine how dependent the future
conduct of the business is on access to EU/
EEA citizens. Businesses need to take time
to understand how those people may be
affected by Brexit. What is their residency
status and how might that change after
Brexit? Can they safeguard their position
by evidencing their exercise of treaty
rights? What will their cross-border social
security position be post Brexit? A number
of businesses have seen the importance
of communicating clearly with their
workforce what the businesses strategy is
in terms of dealing with the uncertainties
of Brexit for their people.

Action 7: Communicate with
business partners

No business should underestimate the
importance of speaking with their customers,
suppliers, third party logistics/customs
clearance agents and banks. In fact any type
of partner integral to the business.
A business should do this to confirm that
their key partners can continue to provide
their services on the scale which the business
will need post Brexit. These partners should
be included in the business’s Brexit planning
to ensure there is a meeting of minds as to
how they and the business will both engage
post Brexit. Working with business partners
in advance to avoid unwelcome surprises
will be key. If these partners have limited
resources to support the business, there is
a first mover advantage in securing services
before competitors can do so.

Action 8: Review legal contracts

It will be important to identify any contract
terms that could frustrate the operation of
business post Brexit, such as terms which
make no sense or are difficult to interpret post
Brexit, fulfillment deadlines which may become
difficult to satisfy in the short term after Brexit,
applicable law of the contract. There may be a
number of terms in a business’s legal contracts
that need to re-negotiated and updated
before 29 March 2019.

Undertaking these steps have confirmed
for some that the implications of Brexit are
not substantial to their business and that only
minor further actions are needed. However
for others they have been just the beginning
of the story as they have revealed that
significant further action will be required in
order to enable the business to deal with the
likely impact of Brexit. As in most business
situations, preparedness is key. It is those
businesses that are most prepared that are
likely not merely to deal most successfully
with Brexit but also to spot opportunities in
the likely changes ahead more readily than
their less prepared competitors.
A final message is to please take action
now. Remember timing and resource is key
and the longer a business leaves its Brexit
preparations, the less time it will have to
enable all of its business partners to ensure
they can keep trading with the business on
same basis and the less time this gives HMRC
or EU Customs/VAT Authorities to provide the
business with the tax approvals it may need.
The question posed to those running
a business is: ‘How will I respond to my
Board or Shareholders if they ask me to
confirm that I do not believe that there
will be any adverse implications from
Brexit for the business or that I have a
plan in place to minimise the impact of
any such implications?’

Volunteering for Tax Help for Older People
Tax Help for Older People is one of only two charities specialising in providing free,
expert tax advice to people on low incomes, generally under £20,000, who cannot
afford to pay for professional help and advice.
We are particularly looking for volunteers in the Worcester, Wolverhampton and North
Norfolk/Lincolnshire areas. Our fully trained team of helpline staff in Dorset are able
to provide telephone advice for approximately 80% of the enquiries but, where the
problem is not easily resolved with a phone call, we ask our UK network of volunteers
to provide a face-to-face appointment. All volunteers receive an induction course and
are covered by our Professional Indemnity Insurance.
If you are interested or would like more information, please call or email the Volunteer
Network Manager, Maxine Offord on 01308 487001; Maxine.Offord@taxvol.org.uk.
More information can also be found on our website – www.taxvol.org.uk.
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HMRC GUIDANCE

A vital
bridge
T

Bill Dodwell looks at
the recent OTS report
on HMRC guidance

he Office of Tax Simplification has
just published its first report which
looks at HMRC guidance. It is widely
acknowledged that the UK’s tax system is
complex. It is equally clear that, despite the
aspirations of the Tax Law Rewrite project,
only tax experts are ever likely to read UK tax
legislation.
Guidance should thus provide a vital
bridge between taxpayers and the UK
tax system. The Supreme Court has
acknowledged that providing guidance for
taxpayers is both within HMRC’s statutory
remit and a vital part of tax administration.
The court quoted Lord Justice Moses in
Gaines-Cooper:
‘The importance of the extent to which
thousands of taxpayers may rely upon
guidance, of great significance as to how they
will manage their lives, cannot be doubted. It
goes to the heart of the relationship between
the Revenue and taxpayer. It is trite to recall
that it is for the Revenue to determine the
best way of facilitating collection of the tax it
is under a statutory obligation to collect. But
it should not be forgotten that the Revenue
itself has long acknowledged that the best
way is by encouraging co-operation between
the Revenue and the public…’
Many tax advisers will probably think
immediately of HMRC’s technical manuals,
once they consider guidance. However,
members of the public are much more
likely to encounter some 6,000 pages of
help aimed at non-specialists. For them it is
important that they can understand their
tax obligations, especially around providing
information to HMRC. Individuals also need
help with the choices provided by the tax
system – although the OTS acknowledged
that it’s not HMRC’s role to give advice on
which choice is best, or even the pros and
cons of different approaches.
The Government Digital Service and
HMRC’s own digital content writers take
responsibility for this type of guidance. When
it’s done well, it can be excellent. However,
there’s also evidence that sometimes simple
advice doesn’t work (or is incorrect) for
those in more complicated situations. There
need to be more links to more advanced
guidance. One of the clear findings is that the
online guidance produced by the CIOT’s Low
Incomes Tax Reform Group is frequently used

to fill in gaps in the ‘official’ guidance.
HMRC is developing its own new
approaches to guidance, with experiments
in decision-led guidance. For example,
instead of asking a taxpayer to read lots
of complicated stuff about cars and car
benefits, asking the taxpayer a few questions
about the car and its use could lead to a
simple answer. The Government Digital
Service is making progress with step-by-step
plans e.g. https://www.gov.uk/get-readyto-employ-someone which aim to cover
more than just tax issues. Provided the tax
references are clear and accurate, this type
of guidance can be very useful.
One of the important recommendations
is that the Government Digital Service and
HMRC should be explicit in categorising
guidance into three levels. The lower
two are aimed at individuals and are split
between basic and advanced levels. The top
level of guidance is HMRC’s 219 technical
manuals - today published to aid taxpayers,
advisers and HMRC officers understand
HMRC’s view of the law. Historically, the
manuals were instructions to HMRC (actually
Inland Revenue) officers; today they have
a much wider role. Indeed, on occasion,
HMRC have argued that returns filed which
take a different view to that published in
the manuals should draw attention to the
apparent conflict.
A second important recommendation
is that HMRC should appoint a Head of
Guidance, which should be a senior role. The
Head of guidance should lead on HMRC’s
strategy and resolve possible different
approaches within the Department. This
appointment would send a clear signal about
the importance of guidance in the UK tax
system.
Adopting modern approaches to making
guidance available will be important. Those

with a Business Tax Account may see links
to YouTube videos on record-keeping and to
HMRC webinars. HMRC now has a YouTube
channel https://www.youtube.com/user/
HMRCgovuk HMRC also gives some help on
completing Self-Assessment returns with
short, pop-up videos, instead of text. It’s
based on the theory that many of us turn to
the internet – and often to video – where
help with a problem is needed. it’s all part
of the idea put forward in the report – that
guidance should be user-focussed and
tailored to different users.
An interesting idea is that professional
and industry bodies should support
HMRC by contributing guidance to the
Department. Currently such bodies may
review guidance and offer comment – but
many bodies were prepared to take up
the pen. Writing guidance is a resourceintensive task and it is important to bring
in outside contributors. The guidance
would remain HMRC’s responsibility,
naturally, and HMRC officers would need
to approve whatever is published. Outside
contributors could bring in knowledge of
commercial scenarios, where guidance
would be especially helpful.
The report also has some thoughts on
whether guidance is binding on HMRC
should it prove incorrect. It notes that
Australian position – where guidance
isn’t binding except in clearly specified
circumstances, but incorrect guidance
means that the taxpayer escapes interest
and penalties. The UK position is that
reliance no guidance is based on the
‘legitimate expectation’ doctrine and is
broader than the Australian position. It is
less clear, though.
The OTS report is at https://www.gov.
uk/government/publications/guidancefor-taxpayers
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Debt restructuring

KEY POINTS
zz
What is the issue?

When undertaking a corporate
transaction, debt restructuring can be a
complex area with many pitfalls.
zz
What does it mean to me?
Given the impact financing matters can
have on a corporate tax profile, getting
it wrong can be costly.
zz
What can I take away?
Anyone advising on the restructuring of
corporate debt should understand the
full history of how the debt arose, and
give thought to tax issues that might
arise outside the loan relationship rules
including distributions, withholding
taxes, anti-hybrids and the impact
on the corporate interest restriction,
among other considerations.

Avoiding
the trap

F

or most tax advisers, when
undertaking a corporate transaction,
debt restructuring can be a
complex area with many pitfalls. Really
understanding the transaction and its
constituent parts is key, and typically
will involve terminology such as debt
elimination, refinancing or buy-ins,
novations and distressed debt, all of which
come with their own tax implications.
Given the impact financing matters can
have on a corporate tax profile, getting it
wrong can be costly.
More often than not, the decision
to restructure debt is driven by the
commercial reality facing the company
or group. Some of the reasons for
reorganising debt include:
zz
To facilitate repatriation of cash through
the structure and to shareholders;
zz
Obtain better terms of lending from
third party lenders (which will depend
on the level of debt in a group);
zz
Improve or restore liquidity (e.g. where
a company is in financial distress); or
zz
Enhance the value/credit worthiness of
group debtor companies.
As a result, tax advisers play an
important role when undertaking any
kind of debt restructuring highlighting
important tax issues for both the lender
(creditor) and the borrower (debtor).
The loan relationships legislation
in CTA 2009 provides a framework for
the taxation of UK corporate debt. The
default position is that companies are
required to bring debits and credits into
account for corporation tax purposes
that are recognised in the P&L. However,
there are many exceptions to this basic
rule, and this article seeks to uncover
some of the key issues in dealing with
debt on a group reorganisation, and
addresses some of the author’s views on
best practice.
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Mandipa Soni
provides practical
guidance on
avoiding common
pitfalls when
dealing with debt
restructuring
What is a loan relationship?

Before we start, a quick refresher on the
key term – ‘loan relationship’.
Per s302 CTA 2009, a loan relationship
is a money debt, which arises from a
transaction for the lending (or borrowing)
of money.
As defined in s303(1) CTA 2009, a
money debt is any debt that falls, or has
fallen, to be settled by the:
zz
Payment of money;
zz
Transfer of a right to settlement under a
debt which is itself a money debt; or
zz
Issue or transfer of shares in a company.
The definition of a money debt also
includes a transaction that has at any time
been a debt that at the option of either
party falls to be settled in any of the above
ways.
The basic definition of a loan
relationship is extended in s303(3), to
include money debts arising where an
instrument is issued representing security
for the debt, or the rights of a creditor in
respect of the debt.

The question as to what constitutes
a ‘debt’ for these purposes, presents
the first challenge here. Ultimately, this
becomes a question of the legal substance
of the transaction, i.e. the existence of a
legal obligation to transfer cash, goods or
services to another party. If the creditor
has no legal right to the consideration,
there can be no debt.

Debt restructuring options

The following sections consider some of
the options available in relation to debt
reorganisation, and the issues that might
arise.
Formal release of debt
A formal release is a method of eliminating
debt in a structure. A release of debt would
typically result in a P&L debit and credit
for the creditor and debtor companies,
respectively. In the absence of specific
tax legislation to the contrary, for UK tax
purposes, it can be expected that credits
arising from a formal release would be
taxable, and debits tax-deductible.
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relationships for tax purposes. However,
the scope of the debits and credits to be
brought into account under these rules
is restricted to specific items such as
impairment losses and foreign exchange.
A potential solution may be available
under the extended definition of a loan
relationship under s303(3), which allows
a money debt (that has not arisen from
the lending of money) to be deemed a
loan relationship by the issue of a debt
instrument, such as a company security
or promissory note. Whilst any legal
document can be an ‘instrument’, it is
necessary to ensure that the purpose
test is satisfied, i.e. that the instrument is
issued for the purpose of representing:
a) Security for the debt; or
b) The rights of a creditor in respect of
the debt.

However, the legislation provides for
a different tax treatment, such that any
credit would be non-taxable, and any
debit non-deductible, providing certain
conditions are met and the creditor
and debtor companies are ‘connected’
under the loan relationship provisions.
Companies are connected for these
purposes if one company controls the
other, or both are under the common
control of a third company. Control is
defined in s472 CTA 2009 and requires the
power of a person to secure that the affairs
of a company are conducted in accordance
with his wishes.
There can be complications when
seeking to apply the loan relationship
provisions to the release of connected
company debt.
The debt in question must fall within
the loan relationship provisions. That is,
it must have arisen through a transaction
for the lending of money. The definition
of a loan relationship is extended in s479
CTA 2009 to include ‘relevant non-lending
relationships’ which are deemed to be loan

Furthermore, the word ‘issued’ is not
defined, but requires a unilateral act by
the issuer. That is, it is unlikely to apply to a
bilateral agreement entered into jointly by
both parties.
Care must be taken where a promissory
note has been issued in respect of a debt
which includes accrued interest. Whilst
the release of interest does not, in itself,
constitute a payment of interest for UK
withholding tax purposes, there is a risk
that the issue of a security under s303(3)
over accrued interest could give rise to
a withholding tax obligation under the
funding bond rules. Per s413(2) CTA 2009,
the issue of a funding bond creates a
payment of interest equal to the market
value of the security that requires the
issuer to tender to HMRC, bonds to the
basic rate of tax on the deemed interest in
discharge of the withholding tax liability
(s939(2) ITA 2007). Although, if the interest
is subsequently released by the creditor,
there is an argument that the funding
bonds become worthless.
In addition to withholding taxes, there
may be other tax costs associated with the
release of debt in an international group.
For example, a cross-border release could
result in a tax mismatch where the release
debit is tax-deductible in one country, and
the release credit non-taxable in another.
The UK’s anti-hybrids legislation seeks to
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obtain tax symmetry in situations of tax
mismatch, and may result in the release
credit being taxable in the UK. Clearly,
it has become critical to understand the
tax treatment in all territories in order to
determine the UK tax position, and access
to comprehensive international tax advice
is necessary when advising in this area.
In addition to tax, there are also nontax issues to consider. The tax analysis
relies on the accounting treatment, and
therefore clarity is required as to how the
debt, and any release debits and credits
may be accounted for. Furthermore,
the legal considerations are critical and
it will be important to ensure these are
understood early in the process, ensuring
Company law and legal agreements are
not breached. Specific matters may include
drafting documentation and modelling
distributable reserves positions, which can
head off potential dividend blocks in the
structure that may prevent the commercial
purpose of the transaction succeeding.
One common Company law matter
where advice may need to be obtained
is where one is releasing debt where
the money has been lent by a subsidiary
to a parent company, or between two
sister companies, as the release may be
considered an unlawful distribution under
Company Law if the lender has insufficient
distributable reserves at the point the
balance is released (Aveling Barford v
Perion Ltd [1989]).
Debt buy-ins
Care must be taken when a restructuring
or refinancing involves impaired debt
(i.e. one that is unlikely to be paid or
recovered in full), as provisions exist which
can result in a taxable profit where the
relevant loan asset is impaired. In these
cases, it is important to understand the
detailed history of a particular balance,
including how it arose, and how it has been
measured.
Broadly, the general principle in s358
CTA 2009 that prevents a release credit
being taxable for a connected company
relationship can be overridden in one of
the following cases:
i) A connected creditor company acquires
an ‘impaired debt’ to which the debtor is
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party (s361 CTA 2009); or
ii) Two unconnected creditor and debtor
companies which are party to an
impaired debt, become connected (s362
CTA 2009).
In either of the above situations, the tax
treatment is such that there is deemed to
be a release of the impaired portion of the
debt, giving rise to a taxable credit in the
debtor company (effectively overriding s358
CTA 2009).
A taxable credit might also arise on
the release of ‘relevant rights’. These are
broadly rights that would have been taxable
as a ‘deemed release’ (absent exclusions)
prior to the introduction of F(No.2)A 2015,
which introduced two new corporate rescue
exceptions to enable companies in financial
difficulty to be refinanced without a tax
charge arising on impaired debt. There
isn’t enough space on the page to also go
into detail on the nuances for financial
distress situations in detail (and the topic is
deserving of an article in its own right), but
broadly, these reliefs ensure that where the
debt buy-in has been undertaken as part
of a genuine corporate rescue, s358 CTA
2009 should still apply and prevent release
credits being brought into account to tax.

20

Debt for equity
An alternative method for eliminating debt,
would be to release debt in consideration for
ordinary shares of the creditor company.
In this case, the general rule where debt
is swapped for equity in an unconnected
debtor, is that the debtor is not required to
bring a release credit into account where the
debtor company is using an amortised cost
basis of accounting for a liability, and the
conditions of s322(4) CTA 2009 are met:
‘…the release is:
(a) In consideration of shares forming
part of the ordinary share capital of
the debtor company; or
(b) In consideration of any entitlement to
such shares.’
Ordinary share capital is defined for
these purposes in s1119 CTA 2010, as ‘all
the company’s share capital (however
described), other than the capital the holders
of which have a right to a dividend at a fixed
rate but have no other right to share in the
company’s profits’.
However, it is worth noting that in their
manuals (CFM33202), HMRC draw attention
to the potential misuse of the exemption
within s322(4) – ‘Whether or not a debt has
been released ‘in consideration for shares’
will depend on whether on a realistic view of
the transaction, s322(4) CTA 2009, construed
purposively, can be said to apply to it.’ HMRC
also acknowledge, however, that ‘In the
majority of cases, there will be no doubt
that a debt/equity swap that forms part of a
commercial debt restructuring, undertaken
at arm’s length transaction, will fall within
the exemption in CTA09/S322(4).’
Whilst there are situations where
the s322 CTA 2009 provisions might
not apply (for example, where
an amortised cost basis is not
adopted), it is possible that the
release credit falls outside of the
scope to tax. An example might
be where the creditor company
agrees to subscribe for additional
shares in the debtor company, and
uses the subscription proceeds to repay
the original debt. In this case, the cash
need not transfer hands. This relies on
the outcomes from the Re Harmony and
Montague Tin and Copper Mining Co Ltd
(Spargo) [1873] case which established
the principle that a debt obligation
owing from one company to
another could be offset by the
second company’s obligation
to pay an equal
amount to the
first. Care, of
course, should
be taken to
ensure the
obligations
have equal value.

Transfers of loan relationships between
group companies
It may be the case that the debt may be
transferred, by novation or otherwise, to
other companies in the same group.
In the UK, the Group Continuity rules
seek to ensure that tax neutral treatment
applies where a transferee company
replaces the transferor as a party to a loan
relationship. In order to apply these rules,
both companies must be within the charge
to UK corporation tax and within the same
capital gains group (s340 CTA 2009).
The impact of the Group Continuity
provisions is that one company directly (or
indirectly) replaces the other as a party to a
loan relationship and as such, any debits or
credits arising from the transfer are ignored.
However other debits and credits (such as
interest) are treated normally, and arise
to the transferor or transferee company
according to their periods of ownership.
However, if the transferee company
leaves the group within six years of the
transfer while still party to the loan
relationship, a degrouping charge would
arise to bring into account the taxable profits
held-over at the time of the transfer of the
loan relationship (s344–346 CTA 2009).
In effecting an intragroup transfer
of debt, consideration should be given
to any relevant legalities. For example,
the novation of a liability can only be
undertaken with the consent of all parties
involved, and therefore, typically requires a
tripartite agreement (or similar).

Final thoughts

My key tips and practical considerations
for anyone advising on the restructuring of
corporate debt would be:
zz
Understand the full history of how
the debt arose – has the debt been
previously impaired, or arisen from a
previous intra-group transaction?
zz
Whilst tax is important, the best
solution is obtained by being involved
in the whole project and adopting a
holistic approach, giving consideration
to the accounting and legal implications
as well. It is worthwhile having a step
plan to ensure that you track the
impact on reserves and identify the
specific order in which steps should be
undertaken.
zz
Use your international network – in
today’s tax world, a complete answer
will not be obtained by considering
the UK in isolation. For all cross-border
situations, ensure that you understand
the tax treatment for any overseas
territories.
zz
Give thought to tax issues that might
arise outside the loan relationship rules
including distributions, withholding
taxes, anti-hybrids and the impact on
the corporate interest restriction.
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2018 ANNUAL RETURN

CHANGES

ATT AND CTA MEMBERS
What you need to know
• In November 2018 we will be writing to you asking you to
complete the Annual Return for 2018 and pay your 2019
membership subscription.
• Therefore unlike in previous years we will not be writing to
you in May regarding the Annual Return.
• The 2018 Annual Return will be completed on a calendar
year looking at the period 1st January 2018 to 31st
December 2018.
Any queries please write to membership@tax.org.uk

DISGUISED REMUNERATION
KEY POINTS
zz
What is the issue?

With April 2019 just five months away,
HMRC is busy working on settlement
calculations and agreements for those
who want to settle before the loan
charge comes into effect.
zz
What does it mean to me?
You can prepare full calculations for
your client, then using settlement
templates which HMRC can provide,
send us a complete offer on behalf of
your client. We will review this and,
where accepted, confirm agreement.
Alternatively, HMRC can calculate
the potential settlement figures and
generate the settlement paperwork.
zz
What can I take away?
If your clients wish to settle but are
concerned about paying then we will
work with them to agree a payment
plan that is manageable for them. We
encourage you to explain to your clients
the difference between settlement and
paying the loan charge, and also to make
clear HMRC’s view on arrangements
claiming to avoid the loan charge.

W

ith April 2019 just five months
away, HMRC is busy working
on settlement calculations and
agreements for those who want to settle
before the loan charge comes into effect.
This will affect those who have been
involved in disguised remuneration
avoidance schemes.

What should you or your clients expect
settlement to look like?

There is detailed guidance on GOV.
UK which covers the majority of what
we expect to see in most settlements.
However, every client’s circumstances
will be different and some elements could
prove more complex than others so we’ve
created a case study using the settlement
terms we published in November 2017 to
demonstrate how it works. Although the
case study looks at an Employee Benefit
Trust (EBT) the loan charge will apply
across a range of disguised remuneration
(DR) schemes including contractor loans.
Case study: settlement of an employee
benefit trust scheme
The company used an employee benefit
trust in 2010/11 to remunerate a sole
director. They made a contribution of
£650,000 to the trust and it’s agreed that the
contribution is earnings on entry to the trust
in line with the Rangers decision.
The settlement summary (on page 24) is
based on a settlement date of 30 June 2018.

Voluntary restitution

Voluntary restitution of National Insurance

22

Doing the
calculations
Phil Gilbert provides guidance on how to ensure any
of your clients who have been involved in disguised
remuneration avoidance schemes are able to settle
Contributions (NICs) and part of the income
tax is included. Without voluntary restitution
the company would have to pay the loan
charge.
Based on information provided, HMRC
raised a Regulation 80 determination in
2013. The determination was raised at
basic rate. The PAYE tax due in settlement
is £317,624, but interest is only charged on
the £130,000 of tax determined. There is
no interest charge on the further £187,624
of tax payable. This will generally be the
position where HMRC have made insufficient
determinations despite having the full facts
available to them.
No decision under section 8 of the Social
Security Contributions Act 1999 was issued
in respect of the unpaid NICs so there
is no interest charge on the NICs paid in
settlement, nor any county court cost to be
paid.

zz
The PAYE and NICs paid in settlement can

Corporation tax position

The employer reported loans from the EBT
as a benefit in kind. The contribution is now
agreed as earnings so the tax and NICs paid
on the benefit so it can be relieved in the
settlement. The director must make a claim
to overpayment relief for the years where
one can validly be made and sign a mandate
to allow the repayment and interest to be set
off in the settlement.

There was an open inquiry into the
relevant company return. A deduction
for the £650,000 contribution was
included in their accounts, giving a profit
of £1,678,504. Under BIM47090 the tax
and NICs due in settlement (in connection
with the £650,000 contribution) is allowed
as a deduction for the same period. This
means corporation tax (CT) was overpaid
for that period and so the overpaid CT
and repayment interest is offset in the
settlement calculation.
In other cases relief may not be available
in the year the scheme operated. Some
options remain open until 5 April 2019:

be offset in the earliest subsequent year
where the CT position is open or where
it remains possible to file an original or
amended return.
zz
If there is an open enquiry but the
returned profit is insufficient to relieve
deductions flowing from the settlement
this will create a loss in the enquiry year.
The normal rules on loss relief will apply.
zz
Where a deduction wasn’t claimed for
the contribution, no relief will be available
under statute. By concession, under the
settlement terms, HMRC will agree to
current year relief where a relevant step
is taken.
Any of these claims can be wrapped up
in the settlement process to arrive at a net
amount due.

Benefit in Kind of an interest-free loan

Inheritance tax

The EBT incorporated a wide beneficiary
class which allowed all or most employees of
the company to benefit, and in terms which
satisfied the conditions of s 86 Inheritance
Tax Act (IHTA 1984). However when the
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property was allocated onto the sub-trust
for the director, the narrower beneficiary
class failed the IHTA 1984 s 86 tests and
consequently relevant property charges
applied to the trust.
There are a number of possible points
where an IHT charge could arise.
zz
Entry to the trust: potential charges
arising under IHTA s 94 on participators by
the transfer of value by a close company
into the trust are relieved. This is because
the full corporation tax deduction was
allowed for the contribution, thereby
giving relief under IHTA s 12. The company
had also traded for at least two years, and
none of the excepted assets conditions
applied, so business property relief under
IHTA s 103 also applied to relieve the s 94
charge.
zz
Transfer to sub-trust: the contribution
into the offshore EBT was allocated to the
director’s sub-trust within three months
of the original contribution into the trust.
As the funds moved to the sub-trust
within three months, the charges on
property leaving employee trusts under
IHTA 1984 s 72(2)(a) did not apply.
zz
Exit from the trust: the trust was wound
up and the loans made by the trust to
the director were released following
settlement of the income charges on
4 July. An exit, or proportionate, charge
under IHTA 1984 s 65 became due on the
loss of value to the trust of the loans it
held.
The company, as settlor of the offshore trust,
is liable for the trust charges incurred, and

as part of the settlement terms, the trust
charge of £15,112 is included in the overall
settlement.

Accelerated Payment Notice (APN)

The company received an APN in 2016
and paid the full balance of £199,024 on 6
September 2016. The APN is offset against
the settlement liability together with
credit interest. If an APN is being paid in
instalments then credit (and credit interest)
would be given for each payment separately.
Any late payment penalties need to be
paid and can be included in the settlement.

ITEPA 2003 section 223

The employer is paying tax that should have
been deducted from the contribution in
this settlement. The full £650,000 has been
paid away so the company cannot make
a deduction and there are a number of
options available including:
zz
The director can make good the income
tax paid by the company; there will be no
charge under s 223.
zz
If the director doesn’t make good
there will be a charge as earnings
under s 223 on the tax paid by the
company. This will be a personal
liability of the director. There will also
be a corresponding NICs charge for the
employer to account for.
zz
The company can opt for settlement on
a ‘grossed up’ basis. They will need to
account for tax on an amount of gross
earnings to leave the income tax paid
figure of £317,624 as the net amount
receivable.
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When they return the settlement pack
the company should tell HMRC which route
they are taking as this will impact on the final
settlement figure. There’s more guidance on
s 223 in the Employment Income Manual at
EIM21790.

Next steps

You can prepare full calculations for your
client, then using settlement templates which
HMRC can provide, send us a complete offer
on behalf of your client. We will review this
and, where accepted, confirm agreement.
Alternatively, HMRC can calculate the
potential settlement figures and generate
the settlement paperwork. Whichever
route is taken we need prompt return of the
paperwork to finalise the case.
We realise the cost of settlement will be
significant for some. If your clients wish to
settle but are concerned about paying then
we will work with them to agree a payment
plan that is manageable for them.
HMRC is aware that some promoters
are offering arrangements they claim avoid
the loan charge. HMRC’s firm view of all the
arrangements seen is that they do not work
and those using them would still need to pay
the loan charge. In many cases settlement is
cheaper than waiting for the loan charge to
arise. We encourage you to explain to your
clients the difference between settlement
and paying the loan charge, and also to make
clear HMRC’s view on arrangements claiming
to avoid the loan charge.
To discuss payment and settlement options
with HMRC, please call 03000 534 226.
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DISGUISED REMUNERATION

SUMMARY COMPUTATION
Name of company

Date of Settlement

Settlement Limited

30/06/2018

Name of Trust

Date paid

APE

Tax year

Contribution

s62

The EBT 2011

20/06/2010

30/04/2011

2010/2011

650,000.00

650,000.00

Ers NIC indemnity clause?

Partial write down?

No

No

NIC write down applied
is a ‘Lite’ scheme included?
PAYE & NIC liabilities

No
Beneficiary
name

Tax

Interest

NICs

Interest

ABC

£317,624.90

£27,660.04

£88,993.75

£0.00

Total

£434,278.69

Plus s 222 charges

£0.00

Plus NICs on s 222

£0.00

Plus CT charge interest

£0.00

Less CT relief due
Less tax paid on benefits in respect of
loands from EBT
Less Class 1A NIC paid on loans by
company
Less offset interest

-£113,184.90

Less credit interest for CT

-£3,631.21

Less repayment interest for BiK tax

-£132.40

Less repayment interest for BiK NIC

-£347.44

Plus IHT charges and interest

-£15,112.50

Plus Writ costs

£0.00

-£18,238.10
-£19,061.25
-£10,200.01

Settlement amount

£284,550.88

Total APN/POA paid

£199,024.66

Net to pay

£85,526.22

S 223
S 223 has not been included in the settlement amount at this stage as there are different options available to the company.
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s 223 tax charge

£106,363.64

s223 associated NICs

£37,345.45
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GLOBAL EMPLOYMENT

KEY POINTS
zz
What is the issue?

International business expansion
normally means recruiting people in
overseas territories or sending UK
employees to work abroad. For HR,
finance and payroll departments this
can present significant challenges,
especially where businesses are
operating internationally for the first
time.
zz
What does it mean to me?
Many employers ignore some of
these steps. This can have serious
implications for companies from a cost
and compliance perspective, whilst
potentially creating negative PR for
the business and employees that are
unnecessarily stressed and not focusing
fully on their day job.
zz
What can I take away?
Expanding internationally creates
exciting opportunities for business.
However, companies need to consider
the ‘people aspects’ (and all the
associated compliance issues that come
with employees), closely and ensure
that the finance, HR & payroll teams
are closely aligned and continually
communicating.

The
‘people’
aspect

I

nternational business expansion
normally means recruiting people in
overseas territories or sending UK
employees to work abroad. For HR, finance
and payroll departments this can present
significant challenges, especially where
businesses are operating internationally
for the first time.
One of the key practical challenges
is paying employees who are located
overseas, whilst ensuring that the company
remains compliant when it comes to tax
and Social Security withholding.
Experience shows that the key steps for
successfully employing people overseas
are:
zz
Consider the employment policy
arrangements that should apply;
zz
Ensure that costs are correctly
budgeted;
zz
Review the income tax and tax
withholding positions (and these can be
different);
zz
Review the Social Security (National
Insurance) position;
zz
Determine how and where pay should
be delivered.
Many employers ignore some of these
steps. This can have serious implications
for companies from a cost and compliance
perspective, whilst potentially creating
negative PR for the business and
employees that are unnecessarily stressed
and not focusing fully on their day job. This
whole area can be complex and requires
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Robert Salter provides guidance on the HR, finance and
payroll aspects international businesses need to consider
when recruiting or seconding employees abroad
specialist advice. The guidance below is a
broad overview of the key issues.

HR policy issues

The issues that arise will differ depending
upon whether the business is recruiting
someone ‘in-market’ (i.e. in the overseas
jurisdiction) or looking to send an existing
UK-based employee into the new market.
Employing an in-market individual is
potentially ‘easier’ (if they have the right
skill set and experiences). They may also
bring an existing network of contacts etc.
in that country. However, teams still need
to consider a number of factors from a
policy perspective when recruiting and
employing the individual. This summary
highlights some issues to consider:
zz
Pay & benefits (e.g. in some countries
employees are automatically entitled to
a month 13 payment);

zzHoliday entitlement;
zz
Employment contracts (don’t just

assume the existing UK contracts can be
used abroad);
zzBusiness expense reimbursement
arrangements; and
zz
Training and development of the
overseas employee(s).
It is also important to budget for
the costs of local employees (as with
expatriate employees). For example, Social
Security costs for employers in some
European countries can often represent ca.
40%–45% of the individual’s compensation
package – have these costs been included
in the relevant cost estimates?
When individuals go overseas on
assignment, many of the same issues still
arise albeit with additional tweaks and
challenges. For example, the pay and
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All these policies can come with
benefits and challenges. However,
whichever policy approach is adopted, it
is important to ensure that this is welldocumented and everyone understands
the implications that arise from the
approach.

Tax withholding

benefits provided to an international
transferee may need to be adjusted to
include a cost of living allowance, school
fee support or overseas accommodation.
In addition, companies should consider
what tax arrangements they implement
for any international transferees (i.e. in
respect of the employee’s personal tax
position). Options in this regard include:
zzTax equalisation: i.e. the individual is
(in simple terms) guaranteed not to be
any better off or any worse off from
an income tax perspective because of
their overseas assignment;
zz
Tax protection on assignment
benefits: i.e. the company agrees to
pay the tax on specific assignmentrelated benefits (e.g. housing, school
fees); or
zz
A laissez-faire approach: i.e. the
company insists that all tax liabilities
(home and host) are the responsibility
of the individual transferee. The
assignee could therefore ‘win’ if they
go to a low tax country (e.g. UAE),
but would potentially lose from a tax
perspective if they went to a high tax
country (e.g. Sweden or Denmark).

The income tax and Social Security position
for a UK resident employee who works
solely in the UK is straightforward – both
PAYE and National Insurance Contributions
(NIC) are due on any employment-related
earnings.
However, where the business is
expanding overseas, the likelihood is that
it will need to pay someone who is working
outside the UK. If a person recruited
overseas is employed by a UK company
directly, UK tax obligations should be
considered in the first instance.
If an employee recruited overseas is
not resident in the UK, generally no PAYE
is due unless the non-resident employee
performs duties in the UK which are more
than incidental to their overseas work. The
definition of what constitutes an incidental
UK workday is based on case law, but
would generally be those days which
are subordinate or ancillary to overseas
work, such as training in the UK or general
meetings.
If there is no PAYE obligation, it is
possible to pay non-resident employees
on a gross basis via a UK payroll. HMRC
accepts that there is no need to apply
to pay such employees without PAYE
withholding if they are:
zz
working wholly outside the UK (apart
from some potential incidental duties)
zz
are not and have never been resident in
the UK and
zz
do not intend to come and work in the
UK.
At this point, it all seems quite
straightforward – recruit the non-UK
individual, ensure that they have a valid /
reasonable employment contract based on
the overseas rules and pay them on a gross
basis via the UK payroll.
However, if an employee is performing
duties in another country it is likely that
they will be subject to tax in that country. If
the UK company does not have a corporate
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presence, such as a limited company or
branch, in an overseas territory there will
often be no withholding tax obligation
in the overseas territory. However, it
would be correct to always ensure that
the specific rules within each territory are
reviewed in this regard. Other points to
note in this general area are:
zz
Could the employee’s activities create
a ‘taxable presence’ of the business at
some stage in the future, as the role
expands overseas? It is often sensible
to review the overseas withholding
(and corporate tax permanent
establishment) positions on a regular
basis.
zz
Is there any risks/costs associated with
not-registering for tax withholding in
the overseas location – for example,
could registering for payroll taxes
overseas on a ‘voluntary basis’ actually
help legitimise the company’s presence
in the overseas jurisdiction? Could it
also help simplify tax reporting for the
individual employee (e.g. it may mean
that they don’t need to file an annual
income tax return each year)?
Where no withholding is required
overseas, employees can be paid via the
UK payroll on a gross basis and can settle
any taxes due in the overseas country by
filing a tax return in that country. However,
care does need to be taken that the
employee’s activities do not unwittingly
create a deemed corporate presence for
the UK company – for example, it can be
sensible to have formalised guidelines re
the employee’s precise role and to ensure
that these arrangements are reviewed on a
regular, ongoing basis.
If a UK company has specifically set up a
corporate entity overseas or has a deemed
corporate presence (as defined under the
local tax legislation or the relevant double
tax treaty with the UK) overseas, it is likely
that tax withholding will be required for
the employee. In addition, companies
should be aware that even where
they don’t have a deemed permanent
establishment overseas for foreign
corporate tax purposes (e.g. because of
the terms of a Double Tax Agreement), it is
quite possible that the could still create a
permanent establishment for ‘withholding
tax purposes’ (i.e. broadly akin to the
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UK ‘taxable presence’ definition from
the case of Clark v Oceanic Contractors).
Double Tax Agreements do not provide any
innate, automatic relief from withholding
tax obligations – either for companies or
individuals.
In these circumstances, the most
appropriate solution is normally to set
up a payroll in the overseas territory and
pay the employee via the non-UK payroll.
This means that you can ensure that
the relevant tax withholding obligations
overseas are fulfilled. If the employee’s
UK duties are more than incidental to
the overseas duties there may be a PAYE
obligation as well as a tax withholding
obligation overseas. This can lead to
‘double withholding’ of tax and this
situation would need to be managed
carefully as it can lead to cash flow issues
for employees.

Employees seconded overseas

Whether a seconded UK employee will be
subject to PAYE will depend on:
zzwhether they remain resident in the UK
when they go to work overseas and
zz
whether they will remain employed
by the UK company while working
overseas.
UK residence status for seconded
employees is determined using HMRC’s
UK statutory residence test, though this
can be ‘superseded’ in some cases by an
individual’s treaty residence status (i.e. in
accordance with a Double Tax Agreement).
If an employee remains UK resident
whilst working overseas, PAYE is due on
their income, even if they are paid from
outside the UK. The only way to avoid a
PAYE obligation would be for the employee
to be employed by the overseas entity, be
paid from outside the UK and not perform
any UK duties on behalf of the UK entity.
The employee would still have a personal
UK tax liability which they would need to
settle by filing a UK tax return.
Where an employee is subject to
withholding overseas but remains on the
UK payroll it is possible to apply to HMRC
for the overseas tax to be offset against
PAYE each month so that the employee
does not suffer double withholding.
This can be done via a ‘net-of-credit’
arrangement (EP Appendix 5 Agreement)
or potentially via an adjustment to the
individual’s PAYE tax code, to provide relief
on an estimated basis for the overseas
taxes that will be payable. Where an
employee will remain on the UK payroll
and becomes non-resident in the UK
following their departure, a request can
be made to HMRC for a NT code so any
payments made from the UK payroll can be
made on a gross basis with no PAYE.
For employees on short term
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international secondments most
companies continue the employment via
the UK company and UK payroll, because:
zz
there may be no entity overseas to
employ the secondee;
zz
a UK employment may be required
so UK pension contributions can be
continued;
zz
the employee may have financial
commitments in the UK and want
payment in GBP.
Where overseas tax withholding is also
due, the company will also need to set up a
‘shadow payroll’ to facilitate the payment
of withholding to the tax authorities
overseas, although no income is normally,
physically paid from the overseas payroll.
In addition, if companies have seconded
an employee overseas, it is worth
remembering that the challenges don’t
always end as soon as an assignment
finishes and the employee returns to
the UK (or perhaps moves onto a local
contract overseas). For example, issues can
continue to arise with regard to ‘trailing
income’ items – e.g. long-term bonus
awards or share-related compensation
that has been earned across various
countries and remains partly taxable in
more than one jurisdiction.

Social Security

One of the common errors made in
international payroll is that social security
is simply applied in the same country as
the income tax withholding. However,
social security and tax rules are usually
subject to separate legislation and
principles.
For expatriate employees, the social
security position will depend on:
zz
the specific country to which the
individual has been seconded (e.g. is it
an EU/EEA country or another country
with whom the UK has a formal Social
Security Agreement);
zzwhether the employee will be
employed in the UK or the overseas
territory; and
zzthe planned duration of the
secondment.
The social security position can
be completely different to the UK tax
position. For example, a company with a
UK employee who is sent to Australia to
work for three years would, unless their
employment contract is transferred to a
foreign company, still be required (usually)
to operate employer and employee NIC for
the first 52 weeks of the assignment, even
where the employee breaks residence for
PAYE purposes. Similarly, a UK employee
in France for 3 years could remain fully
liable to UK NICs throughout the overseas
secondment, even though they may be

subject to income taxes only in France
(or potentially in both France and the UK
depending upon their working pattern).
Moreover, the position with social
security is potentially complicated by other
factors including:
zz
Brexit: this may (potentially) result in
British employees not being covered
by the EU/EEA wide Social Security
Regulation that presently covers British
employees going overseas;
zz
The treatment of benefits-in-kind
for UK nationals going overseas and
breaking UK residence (such items may
not be liable to a class 1A NIC charge for
the employer); and
zz
The problem of tracking overseas
payments (e.g. for housing or
school fees), in the UK payroll and
understanding what the exact
contractual arrangements are behind
such payments. For example, if the
company is meeting the pecuniary
liability of the individual with such
payments, the amounts would remain
liable to employee / employer NICs
(subject to issues such as the 52 week
period). However, if the contract for
the housing is between the company
and the overseas landlord, no UK
NICs would potentially be due. The
difficulties associated with capturing
NICs correctly and on a timely basis for
UK companies with overseas employees
has resulted in the Revenue introducing
a ‘relaxation’ of the rules – this is known
as Modified NIC (EP Appendix 7b)
and would involve companies making
estimated NIC payments during the tax
year, with relevant ‘true-ups’ to capture
the NICs due on overseas compensation
items.
Employees who need to make overseas
contributions may want to consider making
voluntary contributions to the UK system
in order to preserve their contributions
record for state pension purposes.
Whether this is appropriate / necessary
would depend upon a number of factors
including their overall working history
and the expected length of the overseas
assignment.

Summary

Expanding internationally creates exciting
opportunities for business. However,
companies need to consider the ‘people
aspects’ (and all the associated compliance
issues that come with employees), closely
and ensure that the finance, HR & Payroll
teams are closely aligned and continually
communicating. It is also important
to ensure that professional advice is
obtained on a timely and pro-active basis.
Otherwise, companies could easily end up
being ‘penny wise and pound foolish’.
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Share purchase agreements and tax deeds

KEY POINTS
zz
What is the issue?

Although the tax deed is provided for
the benefit of the buyer, there are a
number of seller-friendly clauses that
may be inserted to create a more
balanced document.
zz
What does it mean to me?
Anyone advising sellers on the use of
tax deeds or warranties should ensure
adequate seller protection are included
and should understand the impact
of W&I insurance on the transaction
documents.
zz
What can I take away?
A greater understanding of some
common issues on SPAs and tax deeds
that arise for a seller.

T

his two-part guide (part one, ‘Light on
the matter’ was in the September 2018
issue of Tax Adviser) goes through the
role of, main provisions in and current trends
relating to tax deeds and tax provisions
in SPAs. This part looks at specific seller
protection clauses, the role of the gross up
clause and trends surrounding warranty and
indemnity (‘W&I’) insurance.

Seller protections

Although the tax deed is provided for the
benefit of the buyer, aside from the standard
limitations and exclusions, there are a
number of seller friendly clauses that are
typically inserted in a tax deed. The main
clauses to look out for are:
Conduct of tax claims and compliance
Where it becomes apparent that there is
or may be a claim under the tax deed (a
‘Tax Claim’), it is usual for the seller to have
certain rights over how that claim is dealt
with. A buyer would be reluctant to allow a
seller too many rights such as allowing the
seller to conduct negotiations directly with
a tax authority in the name of the Company.
It is also standard for the buyer to insist on
an indemnity (or where more protection is
required, security) for any costs incurred by
the buyer or the Company in complying with
the sellers instructions.
Similarly, the seller would want to have
input into the tax returns and associated
documents submitted to a tax authority in
respect of Pre-Completion Periods. In most
cases, these will not be finalised prior to
Completion. From the buyer's perspective,
the buyer should not be compelled to
include the seller's comments if they do
not think they are reasonable. Typically,
the seller's rights under the Conduct clause
takes precedence over their rights under the
compliance clause.
These clauses are usually important to
the buyer and seller and should achieve the
correct balance of rights and obligations
between the parties.
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Better
protection
Satvi Vepa provides a guide to the main tax provisions
in share purchase agreements and tax deeds
Savings, overprovisions and recovery from
third parties
There are a number of cases where the
Company may benefit from a payment or
relief after Completion which relates to
a Pre-Completion Period. A seller would
argue that such amounts should be for their
benefit. The usual scenarios are:
zz
A saving: where the seller has paid an
amount in respect of a Tax Claim and a
relief arises in respect of such payment.
For example, if the liability was in
respect of PAYE and NICs, there should
be a corresponding corporation tax
deduction.
zz
An overprovision: where a provision for
tax in the Accounts has been overstated
or a relief in the Accounts has been
understated. Arguably this should only be
relevant where the transaction has been
priced on the Accounts.
zz
Recovery from Third Parties: where the
seller has paid an amount in respect
of a Tax Claim and the buyer recovers

amounts in respect of the same liability
from a third party (often excluding current
and future employees or directors of the
Company).
From the buyer's perspective all of these
clauses should be subject to time limits so
that the buyer is not bound by an ongoing
obligation. The author would expect the
time limit to match the time limit on claims
made by the buyer under the tax deed.
However there is an argument that the
time limit under the savings, overprovisions
and recovery clauses should be slightly
longer as Tax Claims may be made on the
last day of the Tax Claim time limit and so
the corresponding saving or recovery may
only arise after the Tax Claim time limit has
expired.
In addition, where the seller benefits
from a low financial limits on claims, it seems
reasonable that the savings, overprovisions
and recovery from third parties clauses are
similarly limited. One way of achieving this
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would be to require the Company to first
use the saving, overprovision and recovery
against any liability it has suffered but which
the seller is not liable for under the tax deed
as a result of the low financial limit, and
only give the seller the benefit of any excess
saving, overprovision or recovery.
The clauses need to be carefully
considered in the context of the deal.
Other common clauses seen in the tax deed
which a seller may be keen on including are
1) the Buyer's Covenant relating to secondary
liabilities falling on the seller as a result of the
buyer or the Company failing to discharge
their tax liabilities post Completion, 2) degrouping clauses, 3) transfer pricing clauses
and 4) group relief clauses. Including all of the
seller friendly clauses creates quite a lengthy
document so contrary to expectation, a short
form tax deed is typically not a simplified tax
deed but the sign of an aggressive buyer!

Gross up

Following the case of Zim Properties v Procter

[1985], it is accepted law that a payment
made under an indemnity constitutes a
disposal of a chose in action which is a capital
asset. Therefore a capital gain arises on the
disposal which is usually equal to the whole
amount of the indemnity payment (there
generally being no base cost). ESC D33 allows
indemnity payments made between a seller
and a buyer to be treated as an adjustment
of consideration thereby preventing a gain
arising on the disposal.
To fall within ESC D33 it is important 1) for
the indemnity to be between the seller and
the buyer (and not the Company), and 2) to
note that you cannot reduce consideration
below £0 and so where any indemnity
payments are in excess of the consideration,
there will be a capital gain.
For domestic transactions it is standard
for the seller to 'gross up' indemnity
payments for withholding tax or tax in the
hands of the buyer – the seller will pay
additional amounts to the buyer to ensure
that it is not left out of pocket. The seller
usually accepts this clause on the basis that
the risk of having to gross up is low; limited
to situations where it is not possible to adjust
the consideration or where there is a change
in law.
On cross border transactions, the author's
view is that gross up by a seller is more
contentious and negotiable. Ultimately,
negotiations come down to which party is
prepared to take the risk.
It is worth noting that a gross up clause
may be included in the tax deed as well as in
the SPA and that gross up clauses can also be
given by the buyer if the buyer is providing
indemnities to the seller (such as the Buyer's
Covenant). As such, a gross up clause should
be carefully worded to ensure that it does
not apply to the consideration.

be negotiated to a reasonable position.
However, a number of clauses may become
less important or even irrelevant (such as,
in the case of a buyer side W&I policy, the
conduct of claims and the gross up clause –
as the seller's liability is capped).
Buyers should be made aware that there
are a number of differences between the
protection obtained and obligations they
are under where W&I insurance is involved
in comparison to a standard Tax Claim. For
example:
zz
Exclusions: Insurance policies typically
exclude liabilities arising from transfer
pricing, the non-availability of any
losses or tax reliefs, secondary liabilities
or where the insured had knowledge
of the liabilities prior to Completion.
These exclusions are quite wide ranging,
especially if a detailed diligence process
has been undertaken and detailed
disclosures have been made against
warranties.
zz
Mitigation: There is usually a duty on the
insured to mitigate any loss or potential
loss that is being claimed under the W&I
policy. This is not the case where a claim
is made against a seller under the tax
deed.
zz
Subrogation: In a tax deed, the buyer may
agree to a recovery from third parties
clause. However, insurers usually insist
on stronger rights of subrogation which
is the right of an insurer, to ‘step into
the shoes’ of the insured and to exercise
any rights which the insured has against
a third party. Unlike the recovery from
third party clause, subrogation clauses
do not typically exclude recovery against
employees or directors of the Company
and are not subject to a time limit.

Warranty & indemnity insurance

Although the tax deed is provided for the
benefit of a buyer, there are a number of
seller friendly clauses that may be inserted
to create a more balanced document. W&I
insurance, specifically buyer side policies,
means that the seller has very little 'skin
in the game'. However, a buyer should be
aware that there are a number of differences
between the protection a buyer obtains and
the obligations a buyer is under where buyer
side W&I insurance is involved in comparison
to a tax claim.

It is becoming increasingly common for
parties to take out W&I insurance on
transactions. Usually, where a buyer takes
out W&I insurance this means that the
seller's liability will be limited (this could be
to £1 although the sellers may agree to a
higher limit for specific liabilities) and the
tax deed acts purely as a a supplementary
document containing negotiated exclusions
and limits.
Insurers still expect the tax deed to
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VAT AND BUSINESS ACTIVITY

KEY POINTS
zz
What is the issue?

One of the fundamental pillars of VAT is
the concept of ‘business’. Whether an
activity is carried out by way of business
can have radical implications for the
VAT positions of the parties involved.
zz
What does it mean to me?
Recent developments now give some
reason to believe that we need to step
back again from the business test many
thought we had to follow after the
Longridge upon the Thames case, and
instead carry out a more fact-sensitive
and wide-ranging enquiry.
zz
What can I take away?
At the time of writing, HMRC has
yet to comment publicly on the
Wakefield decision. However, it
certainly looks like we are back to
some sort of multifactorial approach
to determining whether an activity is
a business activity, just not one that
draws on a structured list of factors as
in Lord Fisher.

More back
and forth

Edd Thompson considers the impact of the recent
judgment from the Court of Appeal in Wakefield
College on the concept of ‘business activity’

Getting down to business

O

ne of the fundamental pillars of
VAT is the concept of ‘business’.
Whether an activity is carried
out by way of business can have radical
implications for the VAT positions of the
parties involved. The only problem is we
don’t really know what it means.

At the start of any introductory VAT
course you’re likely to learn that one of
the conditions for a transaction to be
within the scope of VAT is that it must be
carried out ‘in the course or furtherance
of business’. This is why, for example, you
don’t need to consider VAT when you
casually sell unwanted possessions on
eBay as a one-off; you may be providing
something to someone and getting
money in return, but it doesn’t have the
characteristics of a business-type activity.
This can be good news. Nonbusiness activities can’t leave you with a
requirement to register and account for
VAT. However, they don’t give you the
entitlement to register and recover VAT
on costs that you get if the activity is by
way of a (taxable) business. This trade-off
is often at the heart of why the concept of
business is so important in VAT.
The net effect of the trade-off will
depend on the circumstances. Sometimes
it may be desirable for an activity to be a
business – think about a situation where
there’s lots of VAT on the costs and the
customer can recover any VAT charged
on its purchase. Sometimes the opposite
will be true – imagine there is very little
VAT on the costs and the ‘customer’ can’t
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Why does it matter?

EXAMPLE 1
CareCharity is a charity dedicated to the welfare of a group of vulnerable people. Its
activities are funded by a local authority, but the charity is struggling to decide whether
it is providing VAT exempt welfare services to the local authority (a business activity)
or whether the income it receives is all a genuine grant and it is hence undertaking a
non-business activity.
At first glance the distinction might seem unimportant. In either case, the charity
is not required to charge VAT on its income and it won’t be able to recover VAT on
its costs (just like non-business activities, exempt business activities don’t give an
entitlement to VAT recovery).
But when the charity comes to construct a new building the importance of the
distinction quickly becomes apparent. If the activity is non-business, it can issue a
certificate to its builder who, in turn, can provide construction services VAT free. If
the activity is exempt, the builder will have to charge 20% VAT on its services. As the
services will be linked to the charity’s exempt activities, VAT cannot be recovered at all,
so that’s a 20% uplift on construction costs for CareCharity.
recover any VAT. But hopefully it should
be apparent that the distinction can, and
often does, result in radically different VAT
costs along the chain of transactions.
If that wasn’t enough, the concept of
business can also have a crucial impact on
the VAT reliefs available on purchases. This
is vital in the charity sector where a key
relief is the zero-rating for construction

services, which can allow charities to
benefit from VAT free building costs. A
condition of the relief is that the building
is to be used for the charity’s non-business
purposes. The costs at stake can be very
material indeed, as example 1 illustrates.
It’s clearly fundamental to be able to
determine whether an activity is a business
or not. Consequently, the significant
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confusion over the meaning of business is a
worrying state of affairs.

The ‘traditional’ approach

Back in the day – by which I mean before
2016 – there’s a good chance that if
you were learning about the concept of
business you would have focused on the
‘business test’ set out in the case of Lord
Fisher [1981] STC 238. Although I won’t
revisit the facts of the case, suffice to
say that it essentially set out a list of six
hugely influential factors that needed to be
considered when establishing if an activity
qualifies as a business for VAT.
No single one of the ‘business test’
factors in Lord Fisher was determinative of
whether an activity was a business. Instead
you needed to look at the circumstances
of an activity as a whole, using the factors
outlined by the Court as a guide to arrive at
a reasoned view as to its status.
Many other relevant cases continued
to arise on the subject of business
activities, but they broadly continued to
be influenced by a similar multifactorial
approach.

A major shift

Then in 2016 came the Court of Appeal’s
judgment in Longridge on the Thames
[2016] EWCA Civ 930. Longridge was a
charity that ran outdoor activities such as
rowing, sailing and kayaking, primarily for
young people. It charged for the activities
but the charge was low and it was flexed to
the ability of people to pay. Because of this
model, Longridge didn’t believe it was in
business for VAT.
Just like CareCharity in example 1,
Longridge was constructing a new building.
It believed that its building costs should
benefit from the VAT relief for nonbusiness buildings and so be VAT free.
HMRC disagreed, instead arguing that by
charging for the activities Longridge had a
business activity.
The Court of Appeal looked to Europe
for guidance because the UK’s concept
of business had to be interpreted in line
with the concept of ‘economic activity’ in
European VAT law. Drawing on European
cases, it decided that the test was in many
ways simpler than the Lord Fisher business
test might suggest.
Broadly, if a payment could be linked
directly to something provided in return
and it took place on a continuous basis
then it was a business activity. Longridge
was therefore in business and could not
benefit from the VAT relief on its building
costs. Notably, the fact that it wasn’t trying
to make a profit appeared to be largely
irrelevant.
Many in the VAT community saw this
as a real shift away from the decisions in
many previous UK cases. It looked like
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the multifactorial approach to evaluating
business activities might be dead and
that a whole lot more activities than we
thought might really be business activities.

A step back?

Recent developments now give some
reason to believe that we need to step
back again from the simpler test many
thought Longridge meant we had to follow.
In May of this year the Court of Appeal
looked at the topic again in Wakefield
College [2018] EWCA Civ 952.
Wakefield college was a further
education college which offered courses to
students. The students had to pay, but fees
were heavily subsidised. The college felt
that this was a non-business activity but
HMRC disagreed and saw it as an exempt
business activity. Once again, the dispute
kicked off because of a building that the
college thought it should be able to build
VAT-free.
The college lost its appeal but the way
the Court thought about the issues was
different to Longridge. Whilst the Court
agreed that a payment needed to be
directly linked to something provided in
return to be in the scope of VAT, the link
on its own wasn’t enough to establish a
business activity. On top of this you need
to look whether the activity was done ‘for
remuneration’.
In this context, ‘for remuneration’ had
its own VAT meaning which required a
‘wide-ranging’ and ‘fact-sensitive’ enquiry.
In the Court’s view, there was ‘no checklist
of factors to work through’. In other words,
you couldn’t appeal to a generic set of
factors (of the sort found in Lord Fisher) to
determine if an activity was a business, you
had to look at each case on its merits.
Looking at the specific facts of
Wakefield’s case, the Court thought the
following facts pointed towards a business
activity:
zz
the provision of education courses was
the sole activity of the college
zz
providing courses to subsidised
students was a significant part of what
the college did
zz
the fee income paid by subsided
students was significant
zz
the fee income paid by subsidised
students made a significant contribution
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to the cost of providing the courses

zz
the level of fees varied depending on

the cost of the course (even if it did not
cover the cost in full)
zz
fees were not fixed by reference to
means
zz
the viability of further education in
general was underpinned by a mixture
of grant aid and fees
However, what the Court called
‘subjective’ factors, such as whether the
college was aiming to make a profit were
not relevant to its decision.
It is worth noting that the Wakefield
decision was heavily influenced by a
European case called Borsele (C-520/14)
which examined whether a Dutch local
authority providing school transport in
return for a small parental contribution
had a business activity. The European
Court (CJEU) in Borsele appeared to
advocate the kind of two-stage test used
in Wakefield and arrived at the conclusion
that the transport wasn’t provided for
remuneration.

Where are we now?

At the time of writing, HMRC has yet
to comment publicly on the Wakefield
decision. However, it certainly looks like
we are back to some sort of multifactorial
approach to determining whether an
activity is a business activity, just not one
that draws on a structured list of factors
as in Lord Fisher.
We may understandably be left more
than a little confused by all the back
and forth. The court decisions give tax
advisers something to work with but it
seems there are still multiple shades of
grey when advising whether an activity
is a business. Moreover, the suggestion
in Wakefield that we need to make ‘wide
ranging’ and ‘fact sensitive’ enquiries
seems, regrettably, to invite disagreement
and uncertainty.
Of course, there is no easy answer
to the dilemma, but I can’t help but feel
sorry for those charities wondering if
they need to register for VAT or perhaps
whether they can get their building costs
free of VAT, often having to settle for
the answer that it’s a bit of (educated)
guesswork.
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EMPLOYMENT STATUS

KEY POINTS
zz
What is the issue?

The question of employment status is
currently a hot topic and there is no
shortage of cases going through the
Tribunal which consider it.
zz
What does it mean to me?
Where there is a live dispute with
HMRC, it must be remembered that
HMRC often view facts from the
perspective that the relationship is one
of employment.
zz
What can I take away?
Advisers should ensure that they are
familiar with the case law and be
prepared to argue their corner because
HMRC are not always right.

T

he question of employment status is
currently a hot topic and there is no
shortage of cases going through the
Tribunal which consider it. And when one
adds the current deluge of IR35 cases which
deal with the same issues (albeit by reference
to a deemed relationship) it is clear that
advisers need to have the legal position clear
in their mind.
Being a matter that is based on the
common law, each case will bring along its
own particular facts. Accordingly, study of a
wide range of cases should give advisers the
confidence to deal with the nuances of any
particular cases that they are dealing with.
This article considers the recent case of
Professional Game Match Officials Limited v
HMRC [2018] UKFTT 528 (TC).

Facts of the case

The Appellant (‘PGMOL’) is effectively owned
and controlled by the three main English
footballing bodies, being the FA, the Premier
League and the Football League. It provides
the match officials for the competitive games
played by the 92 clubs in the top four flights
of professional football. A number of referees
are employed by PGMOL on a full-time basis
– these are the ones who generally officiate
at Premier League and some international
matches. The case, however, concerns the
status of referees who provide their services
in their spare time, typically alongside other
full-time employment. Generally, they
would officiate at matches in Leagues 1 and
2 (effectively the third and fourth divisions
of English football), some Championship
matches (the effective second division) and
also the FA Cup, although payments for this
latter category did not feature in the decision
under appeal). They also occasionally provide
their services as ‘the fourth official’ in some
Premier League matches.
Although the costs of paying the
referees (fees and travel expenses)
are ultimately borne by the member
organisations, it was accepted that PGMOL
pays the referees in respect of the matches
at which they officiate.
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Men in
black

Keith Gordon looks at a case which
considers the employment status
of professional football referees

The HMRC decisions under appeal were
to the effect that, applying the common
law principles of an employment contract,
the referees were employees of PGMOL
and, therefore, the payments should have
been subject to deductions in respect of
PAYE and National Insurance.
PGMOL first argued that the referees
were not under any contract with
them (and therefore there could be no
employment contract between them). In
the alternative, they argued that, if there
was a contract, it still fell short of any
employment relationship.
As the firmly-established case law
makes clear, there are three critical
qualities that must be present in a
contractual relationship if it is to be
one of employment (historically, but
vividly, described as a master-servant
relationship):
(i) The servant agrees that, in
consideration of a wage or other
remuneration, he will provide his own
work and skill in the performance of
some service for his master.
(ii) He agrees, expressly or impliedly, that
in the performance of that service he
will be subject to the other’s control in
a sufficient degree to make that other
master.

(iii) The other provisions of the contract
are consistent with its being a contract
of service.’
Although the genesis of this test is the
High Court decision of Mr Justice Mackenna
in Ready Mixed Concrete (South East) Ltd v
Minister of Pensions and National Insurance
[1968] 2 QB 497, it has been endorsed
at the highest levels, most recently by
the Supreme Court in the case of Pimlico
Plumbers Ltd v Smith [2018] UKSC 29.
The first of the three qualities in fact
deals with two separate issues, commonly
known as ‘mutuality of obligations’ and
‘personal service’. Not only must the
worker be obliged to provide his or her own
services (and not be able to delegate the
task to another), but there must also be on
the other side a duty to provide the work.

The Tribunal’s decision

The Tribunal was presided over by Judge
Sarah Falk who has since been elevated to
the High Court bench and now sits as Mrs
Justice Falk. Judge Falk was sitting with
member, Janet Wilkins.
The Tribunal had little difficulty
in rejecting PGMOL’s first argument,
concluding that there was a wealth of
evidence pointing to the existence of a
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contractual relationship between PGMOL
and the referees.
In reaching this conclusion, the Tribunal
found that there were two levels to the
contractual arrangements – an overarching
framework and the agreements for individual
matches. The Tribunal therefore had to
consider the tests for employment in relation
to both levels.
So far as the overarching agreements
were concerned, they were entered into at
the beginning of each football season and
set out the terms on which referees would
be engaged during the coming year. As these
agreements, by themselves, conferred no
guarantee or promise of any work, they did
not constitute an employment relationship.
The Tribunal therefore looked at the
relationship on an individual assignment
basis – in this case, each particular match for
which the referees were engaged.
The Tribunal concluded that, within any
such assignment, the referee had no right to
appoint a substitute. Accordingly, personal
service was an element of the arrangement.
Mutuality of obligation was very likely to
be found as well, given that it would have
required only an agreement under which the
referees would be obliged to officiate at a
specified match. However, the Tribunal noted
that, even after acceptance, the referees had

an unfettered right to cancel (and require
PGMOL to appoint a replacement). Equally,
PGMOL had a similar right to cancel each
arrangement. Accordingly, even at that stage
in the process, there was no obligation on
either side to continue with the engagement.
Accordingly, the Tribunal held that the first of
Mackenna J’s criteria was not satisfied.
So far as control is concerned, the
Tribunal noted that some referees had
been interviewed by HMRC and that these
referees (apparently) claimed that they
had no control over where they were
sent. However, the Tribunal considered
that this did not reflect the legal position
as the referees could state a geographical
preference and they could also refuse any
engagement offered.
Moreover, the Tribunal considered that
PGMOL did not exercise sufficient control
over the referees. Much of what PGMOL
provided was guidance rather than control;
where control existed it was more to ensure
compliance with the rules of the game
rather than PGMOL’s own requests. Most
importantly, during the course of any match,
the referees are in charge. As the Tribunal
noted, PGMOL can hardly come in at half
time and substitute a referee for another of
its choosing.
So far as the third part of the Ready Mixed
Concrete test, the Tribunal considered that
other factors were more supportive of there
being an employment relationship. However,
the lack of mutuality of obligations and
control was fatal to HMRC’s case. PGMOL’s
appeal was therefore allowed.

Commentary

One might consider that the most surprising
aspect of the decision is that attendance
at a particular match was not subject to
a mutuality of obligations. However, it
shows the importance of drilling down to
the essence of the relevant contractual
relationship. If, as the Tribunal held, neither
party was obliged to follow through with an
assignment, then the conclusion that there
was no mutuality of obligations was bound
to follow.
Many readers will know that (to ‘assist’
the new IR35 rules as they apply to workers
engaged through intermediaries to public
sector bodies), HMRC have published an
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online status indictor (called CEST). However,
this indicator has been programmed to
presume that any particular relationship is
governed by a mutuality of obligations. It
would seem likely, therefore, that HMRC
took a similar approach when considering
their attitude towards PGMOL. Given the
high-profile nature of the PGMOL case, the
fact that they fell down partly on the lack of
mutual obligations must be somewhat of an
own goal.
The decision is less surprising in respect of
the question of control although it perhaps
does illustrate HMRC’s current perception
regarding working relationships. It is not
clear to what extent HMRC tried to rely on
‘evidence’ gleaned from their interviews
with some of the referees. It is certainly
my experience that such interviews are
often conducted with HMRC predisposed
to a particular view and, therefore, it is not
uncommon for HMRC’s questions and their
reporting of the answers to reflect their
preferred view of the facts. In this case, the
Tribunal seems to have been able to dispense
with this evidence quite summarily – no
doubt, it was reminded that the evidence
was, at most, hearsay and would have been
much stronger if the interviewees had been
called by HMRC as witnesses and they had
been made available for cross-examination.

What to do next

Where there is a live dispute with HMRC,
it must be remembered that HMRC often
view facts from the perspective that the
relationship is one of employment. Advisers
should ensure that they are familiar with
the case law and be prepared to argue their
corner because HMRC are not always right.
Indeed, their success rate in recent status
cases is not that impressive.
As this case shows, HMRC are not averse
to interviewing workers and interpreting
the workers’ answers in a way that supports
HMRC’s view of the facts. In any case where
employment status is a potential issue, it
would be important to gather evidence
which can be deployed before a Tribunal if
necessary. Indeed, by the time that a case
reaches a Tribunal, I would say on average
four years after the relevant events, much
useful evidence will have disappeared if it is
not carefully preserved ‘in real time’.
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Welcome to the
November Technical
Newsdesk
Well, I’m writing this on a murky Monday
morning (15 October – or am I? See
below) after perhaps one of the strangest weather weekends I’ve
experienced. Two days at Brands Hatch (British Superbikes) seemed
to comprise the last day of a fantastic summer (sat in shirt sleeves
on a glorious Saturday almost getting sunburnt) and the beginning
of autumn (hunkered down on Sunday under a brolly, wearing many
layers). Of course, by the time you read this, we will be well into
autumn, and the Chancellor will have delivered his Autumn Budget.
The apparent overlapping of seasons brings me first to Making Tax
Digital. Although we had been told by HMRC that the ‘public beta’
testing phase of MTD for VAT would commence in the summer, it
finally began on 16 October. So by the time you read this, you will no
doubt have seen the various commentary and information on GOV.
UK (a good starting point is the landing page at http://tinyurl.com/
ycjmtj59) and the CIOT/ATT/LITRG websites. The late edit of this
introduction is an indication of how quickly we now expect things
to develop around MTD, such as the availability of MTD compatible
software, communications and publicity by HMRC, and expansion of
who can join the pilots. Indeed, there is important information around
this, and the deferral of mandation to 1 October 2019 for a small but
important proportion of the mandated population, on GOV.UK. Whilst
we have now entered the public testing stage, we remain concerned
about the timescales and the short testing period. It is in this regard
that we, along with the ICAEW, recently wrote a joint, private letter to
Mel Stride (the FST) expressing concerns about mandation of MTD for
VAT from 1 April 2019; suggesting how the impact might be relaxed
and how we could help. MTD for VAT also formed part of the House
of Lords Economic Affairs Finance Bill Sub-Committee inquiry, and our
written and oral evidence is reported on below. Keep an eye on our
websites and the weekly newsletters for more updates on this. We
have a wide variety of articles in this month’s Technical Newsdesk, but
let me highlight just a few. First is our usual spotlight on a technical
sub-committee, and this month we look at the work of the Scottish
Technical Sub-Committee (STC). The increasing devolution of taxes
brings many challenges and complexities, and our STC works hard
across all areas of devolved and assigned taxes, and has excellent
engagement with key policy-makers. As you may have already seen
(https://tinyurl.com/TA-walesSC) we recently set up a Welsh Taxes
Sub-Committee (modelled largely on the success of the STC), as the
pace of devolution increases.
Secondly, we have two areas in which we would value your input.
The first of these concerns the implementation of ‘DAC6’ in early 2019.
DAC6 provides for the mandatory disclosure of reportable crossborder arrangements to tax authorities and the mandatory automatic
exchange of this information amongst EU member states. The CIOT
is expecting to meet with HMRC in the coming months to discuss
implementation of DAC6, so we would like to hear from you. The
second area concerns issues that have been raised with us around the
personal tax account, hypothetical code numbers and dynamic coding.
More detail on these issues, and how to get in touch, are set out below.
The third area I would like to highlight is around HMRC’s powers.
We receive many reports from members of instances where they
believe HMRC are making premature or inappropriate use of their
powers, or indeed overstepping them. This is of course a very emotive
area. We have highlighted our concerns in the response to the recent
consultation Amending HMRC’s Civil Information Powers, and in our
written and oral evidence to the House of Lords Economic Affairs
Finance Bill Sub-Committee (both of which are reported on below). We
are in dialogue with senior HMRC management about our concerns.
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Spotlight on … the CIOT’s
Scottish Technical SubCommittee
GENERAL FEATURE

This month, in our series of articles about the CIOT’s technical
sub-committees, CIOT and LITRG Technical Officer Joanne Walker
outlines the work of the Scottish Technical Sub-Committee.
The Scottish Technical Sub-committee has a wide remit, aiming to
encompass all aspects of Scottish taxation, including fully devolved
taxes (such as Land and Buildings Transaction Tax), partially devolved
taxes (Scottish income tax), local taxes (Council Tax and non-domestic
rates) and assigned taxes (from 1 April 2019, VAT). The Sub-committee
is also concerned with the management and administration of the
taxation system in Scotland, compliance and powers of tax authorities
insofar as they affect taxes devolved to Scotland, dispute resolution,
litigation and Revenue Scotland’s Charter of Standards and Values
and the approach to taxation in Scotland. We work with other subcommittees where there are overlaps; for example, we have worked
together with the Property Taxes Sub-committee on some aspects of
Land and Buildings Transaction Tax. Moreover, we frequently work
together with ICAS and the Law Society of Scotland (LSS), and have
found this particularly worthwhile when engaging with the Scottish
Government, Revenue Scotland and HMRC.
The Sub-committee normally meets virtually, three or four times
a year, allowing us to discuss key issues, provide updates and obtain
views on consultations. We attend a wide range of meetings, with
Scottish Government, Revenue Scotland, HMRC and the Scottish Fiscal
Commission, including regular fora such as Revenue Scotland’s Land
and Buildings Transaction Tax Forum, our regular quarterly meetings
with the Scottish Government (together with ATT, LITRG, ICAS and
LSS), but also ad hoc meetings and short-term initiatives, such as
Revenue Scotland’s Project Board or with Kate Forbes, MSP, the
Minister for Public Finance and the Digital Economy. These meetings
are often with senior officials, affording us greater opportunity for our
insights to make a difference. We are also developing the CIOT’s media
profile in Scotland, with Chris Young, Scotland External Relations &
Branch Support Officer, and over the past year or so we have made a
number of appearances on broadcast media and are often cited in the
print media.
Over the past few years, we have made significant contributions
to the work to establish the Scottish tax authority, Revenue Scotland,
and to Scottish Government considerations on tax policy including
Scottish income tax; we have also made successful representations
to the Scottish Government, resulting in a change of approach to
Land and Buildings Transaction Tax group relief. In our submission
to the Budget Process Review Group (BPRG), part of the Finance and
Constitution Committee of the Scottish Parliament, we recommended
that the Scottish fiscal process should include an annual Finance Bill,
to provide a practical route for effecting annual changes and allowing
more scrutiny. This is something we continue to recommend, and
there are signs of progress, such as the appointment of a Minster for
whom tax policy is the central part of her role and the appointment of
a Scottish Government official to take forward the recommendations
of the BPRG.
As a result of our work in responding to consultations and calls
for evidence, we have made appearances before committees of
the Scottish Parliament, and have also participated in Scottish
Government roundtables to discuss non-domestic rates and Scottish
Income Tax.
The membership of the Sub-committee brings valuable and varied
experience and interest to our work, in what continues to be an
evolving and exciting tax landscape in Scotland. We are fortunate to
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have, and very grateful to, a number of committed members who
contribute regularly, whether by providing input to submissions
or representing the Sub-committee at meetings. We nevertheless
welcome new applications, and if you are interested in becoming
involved in the technical work of the CIOT, please see our website
(https://tinyurl.com/ya8dyrn5) for details on how to join.
Please send any feedback to the scottech@ciot.org.uk.
Joanne Walker
jwalker@litrg.org.uk

DAC6: mandatory disclosure
of reportable cross-border tax
arrangements
MANAGEMENT OF TAXES

HMRC are seeking views prior to formal consultation on the
implementation of DAC6 in early 2019.
On 25 May 2018 the EU published Council Directive 2018/822
amending Directive 2011/16/EU (otherwise known as DAC6).
DAC6 provides for the mandatory disclosure of reportable
cross-border arrangements by intermediaries, or individual or
corporate taxpayers, to the tax authorities and the mandatory
automatic exchange of this information amongst EU member
states. The purpose of DAC6 is to increase tax transparency and
fight aggressive tax planning arrangements. The directive can be
viewed at https://tinyurl.com/y8b6scce.
DAC6 has general rules on who must report and when, and
what information must be reported. There are then hallmarks
which define the types of reportable arrangements; basically,
those that are considered to be an aggressive tax planning risk, or
a risk for tax avoidance or evasion.
Member states are required to implement the directive into
national law by 31 December 2019 and apply the provisions by 1
July 2020. Reportable cross-border arrangements where the first
step is undertaken between 25 June 2018 and 1 July 2020 will
need to be reported when legislation becomes effective in 2020.
Intermediaries must file their first report by 31 August 2020.
The UK government is currently planning to implement DAC6
within the implementation period which is anticipated to be
agreed in an EU Withdrawal Agreement and to this end published
draft enabling legislation on 6 July 2018 (see clause 40 of the
draft Finance Bill). This draft legislation will permit HMRC to
implement detailed regulations which will be formally consulted
on in 2019. It will also allow the UK to implement the OECD model
mandatory disclosure rules if the UK government decides to adopt
those rules.
In the interim, HMRC have told us that they want to engage
with as many people affected as possible so that they can consult
on the right basis. They are interested in receiving views on issues
of interpretation, about practical and operational matters and any
other concerns stakeholders may have.
It is likely that the CIOT will meet with HMRC in the coming
months to discuss the implementation of DAC6, so we are asking
members to send us questions and concerns they would like
resolved. Please would you send your queries to technical@ciot.
org.uk. To send questions and feedback directly to HMRC the email
address is mandatorydisclosure.rules@hmrc.gsi.gov.uk.
Margaret Curran
mcurran@ciot.org.uk
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Personal Tax Account,
hypothetical code numbers
and dynamic coding

The Trust Registration Service:
looking ahead

PERSONAL TAX

Implementation of the Fifth Money Laundering Directive will
create further challenges.
By 10 January 2020 many more registrations on the Trust
Registration Service are likely to be required following the Fifth
Money Laundering Directive (5MLD). 5MLD amends the Fourth
Money Laundering Directive (4MLD) which created the current
Trust Register.
5MLD is intended to further increase the transparency of trusts
and other legal arrangements which have similar structures or
functions to trusts. It requires each member state to consider what
legal arrangements it has that act like a trust, are comparable to
corporate and other legal entities, and thus should be registered.
Each member state must notify the Commission of the categories,
description, names and legal basis of such trusts or legal
arrangements.
Having identified all the possible legal arrangements that will
need to go on the register, each member state also needs to
decide who has access to the register. At the moment access is
only available to various law enforcement agencies. The expanded
register must be accessible by anyone with a legitimate interest.
Again, it is for each member state to set out what they consider to
be a legitimate interest in a way which balances the public interest
with respect for private life. Those who want access are likely to
have to register online and pay a fee for access.
Under 5MLD, all express trusts will be required to register
whether or not they have a tax consequence. This means that a
great number of trusts which did not have to register previously,
particularly trusts connected with financial products such as life
policies, shareholder protection policies, whole of life policies
and discounted gift trusts, may now have to. Potentially all jointly
owned property (including land and bank accounts) fall within the
scope. It also means that the number of unrepresented trustees
who may well be unaware of their status yet need to register is
likely to increase exponentially. HMRC is keen to understand how
to reach this population.
A consultation on how the UK will implement the Directive is
expected shortly. Meanwhile, the ATT and CIOT are continuing to
work with HMRC to try and improve the quality of the technical
guidance on the current register.
The text of the 5MLD can be found here: https://tinyurl.com/
yb4op2z7

LITRG would like feedback from you on issues that have been
raised with us around the personal tax account, hypothetical
code numbers and dynamic coding.

Personal Tax Account (PTA)

A previous article in June 2018’s Technical Newsdesk (https://tinyurl.
com/ycwcaqkb) mentioned the issues arising with hypothetical
codes – those code numbers that are shown in a PTA, but might never
be issued. These are as a result of an automatic check made of that
individual’s pay and tax to date each time that individual accesses
their PTA.
It is impossible to see a history of actual tax codes issued and this
can cause issues when an individual accesses the account, sees such
a ‘hypothetical’ code and then realises that it is not being applied by
their employer or pension provider. They could waste their own, their
employer’s and HMRC’s time investigating the issue.
Similarly, an individual may see codes in their PTA and assume
that correct codes are being applied by their employer, when,
in fact, those codes have not been issued. This might lead the
taxpayer to believe their tax affairs were in order when in fact
they were not. Given that many employees now receive payslips
electronically, it is easy to see how an employee might not notice
that the code number being applied to their earnings did not
match the one they saw in their PTA.
In addition, we are aware that some individuals who signed
up to receive electronic notifications when something changed in
their PTA are unable to see what the actual change is when they
log on to their PTA as the change is not flagged.
We would be grateful for any feedback on these issues – and
any others relating to the PTA.

Dynamic coding

In essence dynamic coding is supposed to react promptly to changes
in an individual’s circumstances, resulting in a change to their code
number for the current year, and assisting in collecting the correct
amount of tax through PAYE. In principle this sounds sensible, but as
the tax year progresses, any change might have a significant effect on
an individual’s take home pay in the first pay period in which the code
is applied as the PAYE system seeks to correct an ‘error’ that might
have been in a previous coding notice for six months, say.
Taxpayers may, of course, challenge such a code number, but often
the first time they may realise there is an issue is when their pay is
significantly less (or more) than before.
Again, we would be grateful for any feedback on this issue and
especially where the taxpayer has requested that underpayments
from earlier years be spread over a number of subsequent years.

Language used in HMRC communications

Finally, we are aware that HMRC are using the terms dynamic
coding and hypothetical codes in correspondence with taxpayers
despite the fact those terms are not mentioned on GOV.UK. Any
examples you may have would be appreciated to illustrate the
need for change.
Please send all examples relating to the above to litrg@ciot.
org.uk.
Gillian Wrigley
gwrigley@litrg.org.uk
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Helen Thornley		
hthornley@att.org.uk

John Stockdale
jstockdale@ciot.org.uk

Carried forward corporation
tax losses: compliance
requirements
OMB LARGE CORPORATE TAX MANAGEMENT OF TAXES

The ATT and CIOT have written to HMRC to ask for more guidance
on compliance obligations which apply to all companies (regardless
of size) looking to set off carried forward losses from April 2017.
New restrictions on the amount of brought forward corporation
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tax losses which can be offset in any one year took effect from
1 April 2017. The availability of a £5m per annum deductions
allowance before losses are restricted means that only the
largest companies and groups should suffer a restriction in
practice. However, the restriction rules introduce new compliance
obligations for companies of all sizes.
Importantly, if a company wishes to set brought forward losses
against profits arising from 1 April 2017 they need to do the
following:
zz
Specify the amount of their deduction allowance in the
corporation tax return for the period.
zz
If they have brought forward losses which can only be set
against either trading or non-trading profits (for example losses
which arose before 1 April 2017), identify a corresponding
amount of their deduction allowance as being a trading
profits deduction allowance or non-trading profits deduction
allowance.
These requirements apply regardless of the size of the company
and must be complied with even if the company will not suffer any
restriction (for example because it’s brought forward losses are
well below £5m).
Failure to state the trading profits deduction allowance or nontrading profits deduction allowance where needed can result in
only 50% of the company’s profits being offset by brought forward
losses.
Further compliance requirements apply if a company is a
member of a group containing at least one other company within
the charge to corporation tax:
zz
A group company has to be nominated as responsible for
allocating the single £5m per annum group deduction allowance
amongst the group members.
zz
The nominated company has to submit a group allowance
allocation statement each accounting period.
To date, limited guidance has been issued to highlight the
requirements, and identify how the required information should
be supplied to HMRC. In particular, the CT600 does not have a
dedicated box or white space area to state the required deduction
allowances or submit the information required in the group
allowance allocation statement.
These points were addressed during a Talking Points session on
the new loss relief rules first aired in May 2018 and now available
on GOV.UK (https://tinyurl.com/ycdnynyu). During this session,
HMRC confirmed in responses to questions that:
zz
The legislation does not state a specific place on the return
where the company must specify the amount of the deductions
allowance available to it, just that a company should state the
amount available to it on the return. This information should
make up part of the CT computations that are submitted as part
of the return. Companies need to do this even if their deductions
allowance covers the whole of their profits so that the restriction
does not affect the amount of relief they can get; and
zz
That a group does not have to submit the group nomination,
although this must be available if requested. In addition, as
a practical point, the nominated company must have been
appointed in order for it to be able to produce the required
group allowances allocation statement. This statement can be
submitted as a pdf attachment to the return of the nominated
company.
However, concerns have been raised by members of the ATT and
CIOT that, given the perception that the restriction rules are only an
issue for the largest companies and groups, many smaller companies
and groups could unwittingly fail to comply with these compliance
requirements which could lead to their ability to offset losses being
restricted.
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Both bodies have therefore written to HMRC to ask for more
guidance for affected companies, including:
zz
Updating HMRC’s guidance on the restriction and the CT600
guidance to make the compliance requirements more prominent.
zz
Updating the Company Losses Toolkit to include check boxes
relating to these requirements.
The ATT also note in their response that, in the medium term,
it may be desirable to amend the CT600 so that it provides a
dedicated space to specify the required deduction allowances. For
groups, it may also be helpful if HMRC could provide a template
group allowance allocation statement (this could potentially be
included as a supplementary page to the CT600 return).
A technical article providing more information on the
compliance requirements surrounding the corporation tax loss
relief rules can be found on the ATT website at https://tinyurl.com/
yagqkkkr.
The ATT letter can be found at www.att.org.uk/ref320.
The CIOT letter can be found at www.tax.org.uk/ref503.
Emma Rawson		
erawson@att.org.uk

Sacha Dalton			
sdalton@ciot.org.uk

Amending HMRC’s Civil
Information Powers: ATT,
CIOT and LITRG responses
GENERAL FEATURE MANAGEMENT OF TAXES

The ATT, CIOT and LITRG have responded to a consultation on
reform of HMRC’s information powers under FA 2008 Schedule
36, in particular the procedures surrounding third party notices.
HMRC launched a consultation entitled Amending HMRC’s Civil
Information Powers on 10 July 2018. The aim of this consultation
is to explore how effective and efficient HMRC’s civil information
powers under FA 2008 Schedule 36 are and consider some
amendments to the provisions.
A key focus of the consultation is the procedures around
issuing third party notices, which currently require either taxpayer
agreement or Tribunal approval. The document in effect argues
that HMRC’s existing powers to obtain information from third
parties are insufficient. This is mainly due to the length of time it
takes to obtain Tribunal approval which HMRC are concerned will
make it difficult for the UK to meet international standards for
requests for information from other jurisdictions.

Two main options are proposed to address these issues:
zz
Option 1: Aligning third party notices with taxpayer notices

– under this option third party notices could be issued where
authorised by a HMRC Officer, without the need for taxpayer or
Tribunal approval.
zz
Option 2: Creating a new class of notice, the Financial
Institution Notice, which could be issued without taxpayer or
Tribunal approval and would require the third party to provide
‘banking information reasonably required to check a taxpayer’s
tax position’.
Further proposals in the consultation include:

zz
Widening the purpose for which information can be required,
so that HMRC would be allowed to access ‘information that
was reasonably required for all its tax functions, including the
collection of tax debt’.
zz
Extending the scope of the daily penalties for failure to
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comply with a notice requiring information relating to
an unknown taxpayer to cover all information notices in
Schedule 36.
zz
Introducing an obligation on third parties not to inform the
taxpayer of a notice where the Tribunal has approved this.

The CIOT response

In our opinion, HMRC’s information powers under Schedule
36 currently provide a coherent balance between the right of
HMRC to obtain information and the protection of taxpayers
and third parties against unwarranted intrusion and cost.
However, HMRC’s proposals to remove the existing independent
oversight by the Tribunal in certain cases risk changing the
balance of power too far in the direction of disclosure which
may not be appropriate or necessary. Retaining appropriate
Tribunal oversight would also allow legitimate concerns about
confidentiality in overseas jurisdictions to be taken into account
when considering the approval of contested notices.
In our response we analyse both options put forward by
HMRC and suggest some alternative means of achieving the
same objective which we feel would be more targeted and
proportionate.
On Option 1, we think that removing the requirement to
obtain Tribunal approval in all cases goes significantly further
than is needed for HMRC to cope more promptly with requests
for information from overseas jurisdictions. Where HMRC
have not agreed the request with the first party, or where
they do not want to engage with the first party, Tribunal
approval should be retained. On Option 2, we see the value in a
limited power that relates to certain information that financial
institutions will hold and support this option in principle. Our
concerns relate to the details: which institutions and which
records?
In our view, the interests of HMRC and taxpayers would be
best balanced by a system where Tribunal approval for issuing
third party notices should not be required only in three limited
situations:
(a) Where the request for information has come from an
overseas jurisdiction for information about a first party
not based in the UK;
(b) Where the first party has been approached and has
no objections to HMRC contacting the third party for
information;
(c) Where the first party has been approached and has
made representations which HMRC have either accepted
or an agreement has been reached between them.
There should be a statutory obligation on HMRC to approach
the first party before approaching the third party for information
in b) and c). Tribunal approval should be required in all other
circumstances.
We accept there is a case for updating the rules in some other
areas, such as the proposal to amend the wording in para 49A FA
2008 to clarify that the Tribunal grant permission for HMRC to
assess daily penalties and the proposal to make amendments to
prevent the third party from notifying the taxpayer, but we are
disappointed with the way that these subsidiary proposals have
been tagged onto the consultation. In our view they justified a
fairer airing than that provided by this document.
As regards the proposal to allow HMRC to access information
that was reasonably required for all its tax functions, we believe
that insufficient information is provided in the consultation
document to explain what is meant by ‘Other Functions of HMRC’
and what information HMRC want to access. Without knowing
more, we cannot support giving HMRC what could, in effect, be
a blanket power to access all sorts of information from taxpayers
and third parties. We therefore suggest that there ought to be
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further consultation specifically on this proposal so that the pros
and cons can be adequately addressed and debated.
The full CIOT response can be found at www.tax.org.uk/ref482.

The ATT response

The ATT response acknowledges that HMRC are experiencing
increasing number of demands for information due to various
automatic exchange of information standards, and that the current
process of seeking Tribunal approval can be time consuming. However,
the ATT does not believe that the consultation provides sufficient
evidence to support the erosion of important safeguards for both
taxpayers and third parties.
Of particular concern is the proposal to remove the requirement
for Tribunal or taxpayer approval before a third party notice is issued.
This requirement was included in Schedule 36 for a reason - to protect
the privacy of taxpayers and prevent undue burdens being imposed
on third parties.
The alternative option of introducing a separate, specific Financial
Institution Notice for banking information would be preferable on
the understanding that this would be a more targeted response,
balancing HMRC’s concerns over the existing process with a restricted
application to a defined group of third parties and a specific class of
information. However, the ATT notes that the definition of ‘financial
institution’ for these purposes would have to be carefully considered,
as the definition currently applying under CRS and FATCA is very wide.
Regarding the other proposals in the consultation, the ATT notes
that HMRC have not set out in any detail the reasons why it might be
desirable to apply daily penalties more widely to Schedule 36, and
that there is insufficient evidence to justify extending such potentially
severe penalties (up to £1,000 a day) at this time.
The ATT response can be found at www.att.org.uk/ref308.

The LITRG response

LITRG has echoed the above concerns over the proposal to abolish
the requirement for HMRC to obtain Tribunal approval for third party
information notices and has rejected the government’s case to do so.
It states that the existing safeguards are just as valid today as when
they were originally introduced, regardless of HMRC’s claim that they
are currently unable to process third party notices efficiently.
LITRG notes that the replacement of an independent judge with
an ‘authorised officer’ of HMRC means that HMRC become both
judge and jury in a matter of their own interest, with unrepresented
taxpayers in particular lacking the means to challenge where the
information request has been issued unlawfully.
The government claims that current law means that HMRC
is unable to respond to requests for information from overseas
jurisdictions in a timely manner. In order to mitigate the effect
of the proposals, LITRG has recommended that the government
considers restricting any new powers to deal with these overseas
cases only, rather than all third party information notices. It
also suggests looking more closely at how the existing process
might be streamlined, such as in respect of the requirement for
HMRC to obtain representations from the third party before the
Tribunal approval is sought.
LITRG has also stated that it feels expanding HMRC’s debt
collection powers by using Schedule 36 is likely to have a negative
impact on low-income taxpayers, bringing them in scope of a
harsh penalty regime. It suggests instead that HMRC take a more
collaborative approach rather than threatening those without the
means to pay with penalties of up to £1,000-a-day.
The LITRG response can be found at www.litrg.org.uk/ref340.
Margaret Curran		
mcurran@ciot.org.uk

Emma Rawson
erawson@att.org.uk

Tom Henderson
thenderson@litrg.org.uk
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House of Lords Finance Bill
Sub-Committee: call for
evidence on HMRC powers
and Making Tax Digital
GENERAL FEATURE MANAGEMENT OF TAXES

The ATT, CIOT and LITRG have responded to a call for evidence by
the House of Lords Economic Affairs Finance Bill Sub-Committee
on HMRC powers and Making Tax Digital
The House of Lords Finance Bill Sub-Committee (the ‘SubCommittee’) have announced that, in scrutinising the draft Finance
Bill, they will examine developments in the balance of powers and
safeguards between HMRC and the taxpayer, and also progress on
the Making Tax Digital (MTD) programme.
To assist the Sub-Committee a call for evidence was launched
on 12 September 2018. This posed a number of questions covering
areas such as the design, principle and operation of HMRC powers,
key concerns around MTD’s progress and the level of preparedness
ahead of its introduction for VAT next April.

The ATT response

The ATT submission considers specific provisions in the draft
Finance Bill and how these may affect the balance of powers and
safeguards, including:
zz
The ‘points based’ system for late filing penalties in Schedule
11: the ATT is concerned that HMRC will have an excessive
length of time to assess a penalty once the required number of
points have been amassed.
zz
The penalties for failure to pay tax in Schedule 13: the ATT’s
main concern is the potentially harsh consequences of a
taxpayer entering into a Time to Pay Agreement but then failing
to make an instalment payment on time.
zz
The increased 12-year time limits for non-deliberate behaviour
relating to offshore matters in Clauses 33 and 34: the ATT’s
concerns are that this proposal erodes the differentiation
between taking reasonable care and not, and accords a
privileged status to information which HMRC receive by
automatic exchange compared with taxpayer provided
information.
On MTD for VAT, the ATT’s main concern is the relatively short
amount of time remaining between now and April 2019, and that
many businesses, and HMRC, may not be adequately prepared
by then. In particular, the slippage in the timetable for HMRC’s
pilot means that this will have an extremely limited timescale,
which could result in issues with HMRC’s systems and third party
software not being uncovered until MTD is in effect next year.
The ATT are also concerned that many businesses, particularly
those who do not use an agent to prepare their VAT returns,
remain unaware of the MTD requirements.
To address these concerns, the ATT believe that HMRC should
commit to applying a light touch with respect to late filing
penalties during the first period of MTD and consider keeping the
existing online VAT filing portal open alongside the MTD systems
for a period after April 2019.

The CIOT response

The CIOT provided both written and oral evidence to the call for
evidence. We noted that HMRC’s powers permit them to carry
out a broad range of actions and activities, such as the ability to
undertake compliance checks, obtain and provide information
and documents, make decisions, raise assessments and apply
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interest and penalties. The exercise of these powers can take many
forms. Notwithstanding the major review of HMRC powers which
ran from 2005 to 2012, the pace of change in recent years has
been relentless, with numerous additional (and often piecemeal)
measures in each Finance Act from 2013 to the current Bill, as well
as in Part 3 of the Criminal Finances Act 2017. We consider that
HMRC has sufficient powers, and the effect of the recent measures
should be reviewed before any further changes are contemplated.
We consider that HMRC’s powers should (broadly speaking)
encourage and support the compliant, discourage and provide
a compliance response to the non-compliant, and be clearly set
out; recognising the impact of factors such as complexity, level of
taxpayer sophistication, use of an adviser etc.
We recommended an overhaul of the Taxes Management
Act 1970, which has not kept pace with HMRC’s processes
and practice. In particular, the transition to digital means that
HMRC’s powers need to reflect this fundamental change.
We expressed concern at the increasing number of measures
which remove the differentiation between taxpayer behaviour,
and re-iterated our concerns over the proposal to increase the
time limit for offshore matters to twelve years. We further
pointed out a tendency for HMRC to allege a category of
behaviour worse than it actually is, and reflected that the
relationship between HMRC and taxpayers / their advisers seems
to have been eroded.
In relation to MTD for VAT, we echoed the ATT’s concerns
over the timescale for implementation. We highlighted the lack
of adequate early consultation around MTD for VAT, and the
numerous issues which have come to light in the subsequent
engagement process, but which could easily have been
identified before the commitment to 1 April 2019 was made.
We remain concerned over the commencement of MTD for
VAT being within just days of the UK leaving the EU. We are also
still unconvinced about the ‘business case’ for MTD for VAT;
with the costs to businesses likely to be significantly higher
than those estimated by HMRC, yet with little evidence that it
will produce the expected reductions in the tax gap. We also
emphasised our concern over the proposed removal of the VAT
Repayment Supplement, and the lack of repayment interest for
periods in which HMRC are undertaking enquiries.

LITRG’s response

LITRG’s submission acknowledges that HMRC must have the
power to administer and enforce the tax system effectively, but
that the powers need to be proportionate to be effective and
that there need to be accessible safeguards and independent
oversight.
LITRG believe the new proposals in clauses 33-34 of Finance
Bill (and those relating to HMRC’s civil information powers
which are the subject of a separate consultation) are starting to
tip the balance of power much more in favour of HMRC. LITRG
strongly recommend that further safeguards are incorporated
into the legislation relating to the extension of the time limit
for assessing additional tax in offshore cases to 12 years, and
specifically recommend a de minimis limit to prevent the
collection of immaterial amounts of tax, often from elderly low
income taxpayers who have made an innocent error.
With regard to MTD for VAT, LITRG highlight five key areas
that remain of concern to them, namely
zz
timetable for implementation;
zz
development and testing of software;
zz
the apparently slow progress of the pilots;
zz
lack of clarity in relation to support for those who are
digitally excluded or who require digital assistance in
some form; and
zz
HMRCs communications strategy to overcome the lack of
awareness amongst businesses.
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LITRG broadly support the new ‘points based’ penalty system
introduced by schedules 11-13 Finance Bill 2018, but they call for
some amendments including the reduction in the time HMRC have
to assess a penalty once the requisite number of penalty points
have accrued (which is currently two years), and an obligation
to cancel any penalties if a tax return is withdrawn. LITRG do
have some reservations about the potential complexity of the
new scheme as penalty points are to be recorded separately for
different taxes and so it may become rather confusing to keep
track of penalty points incurred where this applies.
More information on the call for evidence, including all of
the submissions received, can be found on the Sub-Committee
website at https://tinyurl.com/ybfydha8. The session at which
CIOT provided oral evidence can be viewed on Parliamentary TV at
https://tinyurl.com/181010FBsubcom
Emma Rawson		
erawson@att.org.uk

Jayne Simpson
jsimpson@ciot.org.uk

Sharron West		
swest@litrg.org.uk 		

Richard Wild
rwild@ciot.org.uk

A round up of the CIOT’s
roundtable Brexit customs
duty meetings
INDIRECT TAX

Following the government’s publication of the ‘no-deal’ technical
notices covering indirect taxes (reported in October’s Tax Adviser
https://tinyurl.com/y9r8s8du), CIOT representatives have met with
parliamentarians and representatives from HM Treasury to discuss
the impact to customs duty, VAT and excise duty. It is important
to note that arising points for a ‘no deal’ position could be equally
relevant when the UK fully exits the EU, and possibly during a
transitional period, depending upon what is agreed.

With parliamentarians

Perspectives from the legal sector, industry and practice on the
impact of Brexit in no-deal and deal scenarios for customs duty and
moving goods cross border were presented to parliamentarians. The
speakers raised awareness on the impacts for large business, small
and medium enterprises, selling to EU consumers and issues for Irish
business.
A more in depth blog with full details of the speakers’ views and
the arising questions is published on the CIOT website: https://tinyurl.
com/ycjlqyq2.

With HM Treasury

Our representatives from the legal sector and industry met with HMT
to discuss progress and strategy including:
Customs legislation: HMRC is redrafting the Union Customs Code
(UCC) into English law style. It is intended that the legislation will have
the same effect as the UCC unless specifically highlighted. HMT sees
the redraft as an opportunity to remove some detail and condense it.
The strong recommendation to HMT was instead to essentially ‘copy
and paste’ the UCC with signposted amendments. However, HMT are
currently determined to pursue the redrafting approach. To aid legal
certainty, we requested that ministerial statements should be made
to emphasise the intent of uniformity, to provide case law reliance
post Brexit, and to make it clear (in substance, not just form) where
the new law diverges. It was also raised that significant legislative
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changes require six months’ notice (to comply with EU law that has
been recognised by the UK government) to allow business to adjust,
risking litigation if insufficient notice is given.
Postponed accounting: The announcement on postponed
accounting for import VAT was welcomed. However, the CIOT would
like to see the position on input VAT recovery and C79s clarified and
also to understand whether postponed accounting will be introduced
in the post-transitional period if a deal is secured.
HMT customs planning: a discussion around the practicalities of
a facilitated customs arrangement (the Chequers white paper) took
place and there was some disagreement between HMT and the CIOT
representatives about its anticipated effectiveness.

Continuing consultation

CIOT representatives continue to meet with representatives from all
the major political parties in an attempt to better inform the debate
and further our education objectives. We aim to consider the impact
of policy developments and will continue to engage with senior
officials as important milestones occur.

Brexit factsheet

You may be interested in the first of several Brexit factsheets
published jointly by the CIOT, ICAEW and ICAS. This factsheet covers
The Taxation (Cross-border Trade) Act 2018 and others will follow:
https://tinyurl.com/yc4xeae5.
Jayne Simpson		
Jsimpson@ciot.org.uk

Angela Fearnside
afearnside@ciot.org.uk

CIOT’s blogs will give you
pause for thought
GENERAL FEATURE

The CIOT blog page is another way that the Institute fulfils its
charitable education objectives
If you are left irritated by yet more inaccurate reports in the
media about Facebook’s latest tax bill, ticked off that Taylor Review is
considered the final word on the ‘gig economy’ or wretched at some
washy coverage of the Brexit debate, then get it off your chest with
the help of the CIOT.
The CIOT publishes blogs regularly on its website as part of its
charitable objectives to chronicle tax debates, to be seen as a thought
leader in relation to tax and to provide insight from political affairs
that touch on its work, for the benefit of informing members and the
wider public. Recent examples include an in-depth blog that covers
the insights on Brexit given by panellists at our customs roundtable
held in Parliament (https://tinyurl.com/ycjlqyq2).
In the last year a number of new measures have come into force
or been announced to tackle tax avoidance and evasion. We asked
a member of the CIOT’s Management of Taxes Sub-Committee to
updates us, in detail, on these changes and his resultant article can be
read on our blog page (https://tinyurl.com/yblm7oly). We continue to
publish a series of reports on tax policy discussions at the main party
conferences. Tax reviews of the Liberal Democrat (https://tinyurl.
com/y84djpca) and Labour party (https://tinyurl.com/yd6qwwpl) and
Conservative (https://tinyurl.com/y94kwn6t) conferences are posted
on our website.
We are keen to hear from CIOT members who feel moved to
comment, examine or explain tax technical matters that they feel are
important for the tax community and relevant to the public, to be
aware of. I hope you find the blog section of our website the place
for thought-leaders and key industry figures to get their point across
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on the issues that matter. We want the movers and shakers of the
ever-evolving business world to hone in on the main talking points and
trends that are important to them and their peers in the tax fraternity.
If you would like to contribute to our blogs please contact me at
hverma@ciot.org.uk.
Hamant Verma
hverma@ciot.org.uk

Draft Finance Bill 2018-19:
CGT payment window on
residential properties (Clause 6)
PERSONAL TAX MANAGEMENT OF TAXES

The ATT submitted comments on the proposed changes in the 201819 draft Finance Bill to the payment window for CGT on the sale of
residential property from 6 April 2020.
The ATT’s response to this clause focused on the impact of the
proposed 30-day payment window for UK residents disposing of
residential property after 6 April 2020. This is a major change to CGT
compliance which will affect most agents.
The concept of a 30-day payment window was the subject of a
consultation to which the ATT (and CIOT) responded in June 2018.
Many of the concerns we raised then about the practicalities of the
short payment window, the calculation mechanism and ensuring
sufficient publicity of the new measure remain.
Our response to the proposed legislation highlights two main areas
of concern. Firstly, there needs to be clarity over how the proposed
new residential property return, also to be made within 30-days of
disposal, is intended to interact with the final report of the disposal on
the self-assessment return.
Secondly, we have been informed there is an intention to charge
interest if the CGT paid within 30 days is subsequently found to be
insufficient after the year end. Given that it is impossible to accurately
establish the CGT liability until after the end of the tax year, when
all the facts that affect the computation are known, we think that it
should be sufficient to make a payment on account based on the best
available information at the time of disposal.
The response also included a number of more detailed
observations including a proposal for HMRC to make a refund prior
to the submission of the final self-assessment return in certain
circumstances, provision for the making of reasonable estimates,
provision for those whose residency position is unclear at the time
of disposal and more flexible provisions for amendments to the
residential property return.
The ATT’s response can be found here: www.att.org.uk/ref314.
Helen Thornley
hthornley@att.org.uk

Draft Finance Bill 201819: Rent-a-room and nonexclusive residence (Clause 14)
PERSONAL TAX

The ATT submitted comments on the proposed changes in the
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2018-19 draft Finance Bill to rent-a-room relief and highlighted the
need for clear guidance.
The ATT submitted comments on the changes proposed by
draft FB 2018-19 to rent-a-room relief. This piece was written
before the Budget and will be published after it – by which
time we may well know if any of the concerns raised have been
addressed.
The draft legislation introduces a non-exclusive occupation
test which must be met for receipts to be eligible for rent-a-room
relief. Rent-a-room relief will only be available from 6 April 2019
for receipts where the individual claiming the relief is using the
property for sleeping accommodation for all or part of the time
that their paying guest or lodger is occupying the property.
In the ATT’s response to the call for evidence on rent-a-room
earlier this year, we had called for the relief to be left unchanged
but for some aspects – such as the position when the individual
was letting when not in residence – to be clarified. So, in general,
our response was broadly welcoming of the measure although we
did highlight a few areas of concern.
In correspondence with HMRC, we were advised that receipts
which did not qualify for rent-a-room receipts under the new
rules may be eligible for the property allowance. Our response
highlighted that an individual who had an unused property
allowance might therefore deliberately choose to fail the nonexclusive test on up to £1,000 of receipts, in order to increase
their potential relief to £8,500. We asked for clear guidance
on this point and also on the interaction between rent-a-room
relief and the exclusions where the property allowance is not
available.
On a practical level, the ATT also asked HMRC for guidance
on how landlords would be expected to evidence that they
had met the non-exclusive occupation test. The landlord only
needs to be in occupation for one night out of a guest’s stay to
meet the test and our response included a number of examples
of how this might work in practice. We asked for these to be
included in any guidance so that individuals, particularly the
unrepresented, can clearly understand if they are complying
with the new rules.
Finally, the response highlighted that the new test could
mean that a landlord would be unable to claim rent-a-room
relief when they had been unable to remain in the property due
to factors outside their control (e.g. illness or delayed travel
arrangements). The response included a suggested remedy to
tackle this potential unfairness.
The ATT’s response can be found here: www.att.org.uk/
ref316.
Helen Thornley
hthornley@att.org.uk		

Barclay Implementation:
a Scottish Government
consultation on non-domestic
rates reform
GENERAL FEATURE

The CIOT responded to a Scottish Government consultation
on the implementation of several Barclay review group
recommendations for the reform of the Scottish non-domestic
rates system.
Non-domestic rates (business rates) have never been a reserved
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HMRC call connection
services

tax. Revenues collected by local authorities are pooled nationally
within Scotland and redistributed according to an agreed
formula.
The Barclay review group was set up by the Scottish
Government in 2016 to make recommendations with the aim of
enhancing and reforming the business rates system in Scotland
to better support business growth and long-term investment
and reflect changing marketplaces. The remit of the Barclay
review group was also to ensure that these recommendations
were revenue neutral. Thus the review was intended to result in
enhancements to the existing system, rather than fundamental
change. The Barclay review group published their report in August
2017.
Our response welcomed the fact that the development of
communications strategies is to be part of the planning for any
changes – we had noted in a previous submission that a key
remedy for the likely uncertainty and disruption that a re-design of
the business rates system would cause would be communications.
The consultation requested views on how the growth
accelerator and the new unoccupied build relief should be
treated in legislation. We recommended that, as tax reliefs
(similarly to all the main rules of a tax), these should be
included in primary legislation, rather than secondary. In terms
of changing the reliefs from application-based to automatic,
we noted that this would make it more difficult to track the
value and / or cost of the reliefs. There would also possibly be a
compliance risk if the duties of the Assessor are adjusted, such
that they only enter new build properties on the valuation roll
on the date of occupation.
The Barclay review group recommended a switch from five
yearly to three yearly revaluations, which the Scottish Government
will adopt. We think that this change could improve the fairness of
the system, as liabilities should better reflect current rental values
and in theory create a stronger correlation with a ratepayer’s
ability to pay. A firm commitment to regular revaluations on dates
determined significantly in advance also provides a higher degree
of certainty to business than allowing decisions as to whether
to rerate or not to be deferred and the amounts of tax at stake
between these two options in all likelihood to grow.
From 2020, a small number of councils will have the power
to increase business rates paid by out of town or predominantly
online businesses, as part of a pilot. We noted that although
this power will in theory enable councils to take account of local
circumstances, it will undoubtedly create complexity. In addition,
we thought consideration should be given as to whether this is the
best policy to achieve the objective of assisting town centres.
A number of questions related to penalties, in particular for
failing to provide information either to councils or Assessors.
We recommended that the Scottish Government consider some
of HMRC’s work in relation to penalties over recent years when
thinking about such penalties, in particular the five principles
around which HMRC are developing their new regimes. We also
noted that the level of penalties should reflect the fact that they
are intended to act as deterrents rather than revenue-raising tools.
Finally, in relation to appeals, we think it is appropriate that
the system should be amended such that an appeal may result in
the rateable value remaining the same, decreasing or increasing.
Currently, an appeal can lead only to the rateable value remaining
the same or reducing. Not only could this change serve to reduce
the number of speculative appeals (and therefore relieve some of
the burdens on the appeal processes), but it would create a fairer
system for all involved.
The CIOT submission can be found on the CIOT website at:
www.tax.org.uk/ref491.

LITRG agree with Ofcom’s assessment of harm and proposals
for reform
Call connection services (or ‘Information, Connection and
Signposting Services’) are offered by companies that operate
premium rate phone numbers that connect people to popular
customer helplines – including those at HMRC.
While there are already strict rules in place around call
connection services operating on 09 or 087 numbers, thus
far, call connection services operating on 084 numbers have
escaped such regulation. For some time, LITRG have been
concerned that vulnerable people are being caught out by
084 call connection charges when trying to get through to
HMRC.
This looks set to change under proposals put out to
consultation recently by Ofcom. These would require
companies offering 084 numbers to clearly label them as
third party services and to make it clear how much they will
cost. Companies that fall short of these standards could then
be investigated and acted against by Phone-paid Services
Authority (PSA), who have the power to issue substantial
fines.
In our response to the consultation (www.litrg.org.uk/
ref337) we welcome the proposals and highlight the fact
that a web search of ‘contact HMRC’ still returns multiple
organic entries for 084 ICSS providers on the first page –
demonstrating the need for intervention. We stress to Ofcom
that we can see no reason why anyone would knowingly use
such a service to make a call to HMRC rather than use the
cheap or free direct dial number – it is therefore our view that
these services are often designed to mislead people.
While we appreciate that sometimes additional services
are offered as part of a call connection service, for example
the ability to record your call (which the providers say
justifies any higher costs) we still think it is arguable whether
most people would derive a benefit from these additional
services in the context of a call to HMRC.
For example, with regards to paid recording services, if there
is a dispute over what was said in a call with HMRC or indeed,
whether there was ever a call at all, HMRC should already
record all calls made to their main helpline numbers. Usually,
by providing details of the conversation (date, time, name
of adviser etc.), HMRC will be able to trace and retrieve the
recording. Where necessary, it is also possible to apply for
recordings of telephone calls by lodging a ‘Subject Access
Request’ (SAR) under the data protection rules. A SAR can
be made by the online form on the HMRC website: https://
tinyurl.com/yd7ebcld.
The changes to 084 number regulation are expected to go
through but may take some time to have the desired effect. In
the meantime, advisers should explain to their clients (should
they ever need to phone HMRC themselves) – particularly the
vulnerable and less tech-savvy – that numbers advertised on
the internet, beginning with 08 and 09 are not ‘real’ HMRC
helpline numbers. The main HMRC helpline numbers are 03
numbers. Calling the 08 or 09 numbers will get them through
to HMRC – but probably at an inflated price in comparison
with a direct call to HMRC.

Joanne Walker
jwalker@litrg.org.uk

Meredith McCammond
mmccammond@litrg.org.uk
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Recent submissions
CIOT
OECD BEPs Actions 8-10: Financial Transactions
Barclay Implementation: A consultation on non-domestic rates reform
Amending HMRC’s Civil Information Powers
Corporate tax and the digital economy: position paper
Tax consequences of ‘enablement schemes’
HoL Economic Affairs Finance Bill Sub-committee: evidence on the draft Finance Bill 2018
Payment of CGT Exit Charges: Draft Finance Bill section 36 Schedule 15
HMRC’s Joint Forum on Expatriate Taxation and NICs
Employment Intermediary Reporting Rules/Agency Worker Legislation
Profit Fragmentation: Clause 10 Schedule 6 draft Finance Bill
Carried forward corporation tax losses: compliance obligations
ATT
VAT inquiry
Amending HMRC’s Civil Information Powers
HoL Economic Affairs Finance Bill Sub-committee: evidence on the draft Finance Bill 2018
Carried forward corporation tax losses: compliance requirements
LITRG
Pension costs and transparency inquiry
Inquiry into UC
Eligibility for free school meals in Wales
Review of the Premium Rate Services Condition
Call for Evidence: UK Labour Market Enforcement Strategy 2019/20
Increasing HMRC’s civil information powers
Budget 2018 representation: Net Pay Arrangements for lower paid workers
Draft Finance Bill 2018 Inquiry

Further information

Date sent

www.tax.org.uk/ref481
www.tax.org.uk/ref491
www.tax.org.uk/ref482
www.tax.org.uk/ref458

06/09/2018
13/09/2018
25/09/2018
27/09/2018
27/09/2018
01/10/2018
02/10/2018
02/10/2018
02/10/2018
03/10/2018
05/10/2018

www.tax.org.uk/ref498
www.tax.org.uk/ref499
www.tax.org.uk/ref500
www.tax.org.uk/ref502
www.tax.org.uk/ref503

www.att.org.uk/ref308
www.att.org.uk/ref320

www.litrg.org.uk/ref336
www.litrg.org.uk/ref337
www.litrg.org.uk/ref338
www.litrg.org.uk/ref340
www.litrg.org.uk/ref339

24/09/2018
02/10/2018
01/10/2018
01/10/2018
30/08/2019
06/09/2018
12/09/2018
19/09/2018
26/09/2018
26/09/2018
26/09/2018
01/10/2018

Members’
Support Service
• The Members’ Support Service aims to help those with
work-related personal problems
• An independent, sympathetic fellow practitioner
will listen in the strictest conﬁdence and give
support
• The service is available to any member of the
CIOT and ATT
• There is no charge for this service

To be put in touch with a member
of the Support Service please
telephone 0845 744 6611 and quote
‘Members’ Support Service’
www.taxadvisermagazine.com | November 2018
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Certificates of Merit

Around 240 volunteers attended the CIOT President’s Reception

MEMBERS

Four Certificates of Merit
were presented at the CIOT
President’s Reception on 9
October 2018 at the Imperial
War Museum, London.
Those present to receive
their award were:
zzRob Adams, for his
exceptional services to
the Merseyside Branch
as chair, treasurer and
member.
zz
Paul Hindle for 20 years of
service as an examiner.
zz
Shaun Robertson, from
ICAEW, who has helped
CIOT many times in the
past with the development
of the ACA CTA Joint

Ray McCann and Paul Hindle
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Programme. Shaun has also
helped with the revised
CTA and apprenticeship
programmes, being very
generous in sharing the
ICAEW’s information and
thinking.
zz
Rakesh Shaunak who
has chaired the Audit
Committee for nine
years, representing three
terms of three years
each, the longest period
he could serve within
the committee’s terms
of reference. Rakesh has
chaired the Committee
with great professionalism
and has played a vital
role in raising standards
within CIOT, introducing

Shaun Robertson and Ray McCann

best practice whilst
pragmatically recognising
the limitations on the
speed and the scope of
change.
Presenting the awards,
Ray McCann, CIOT president,
said: ‘Volunteers are crucial
to the workings of the CIOT
and this is an excellent
opportunity for us to reward
and recognise the hard work
and vital contribution these
individuals have made. The
time knowledge, experience,
dedication, and industry
knowledge our volunteers
bring makes the CIOT what
it is, the leading professional
body for tax advisers.’

Ray McCann and Rob Adams

The 20th Anniversary of the Low
Incomes Tax Reform Group was also
celebrated at the Reception and John
Andrews, LITRG founder and CIOT Past
President, gave an address

Ray McCann and Rakesh Shaunak
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ATT

AAT-ATT Sharpen
Your Tax Skills
Series 2018

Sharpen your tax skills

EVENT

The first in this year’s series of
Sharpen Your Tax Skills courses
kicked off in London on 6
October, with six more sessions
following throughout October
and November in Bristol, York,
Birmingham, London and
Manchester.
These annual joint ATT and
AAT events are presented again
this year by Michael Steed,
Head of Tax for BPP Professional
Development, and co-chair of
the ATT’s Technical Steering
Group. Michael is supported
at the events by the three
ATT technical officers: Emma
Rawson, Will Silsby and Helen
Thornley. Attendees at the first
London conference were also
fortunate to have Jeremy Coker
(Deputy President, ATT) and
Brian Palmer (Tax Policy Adviser,
AAT) on hand to contribute to
proceedings.
The courses follow an
interactive, case-study based
format. This approach is
popular with delegates as
it provides them with the
opportunity to work through
the kind of practical problems
they face in day to day client
work, as well as allowing plenty
of time for questions and group
discussion.
Topics included in this year’s

ATT President’s
Luncheon: Thursday
20 September 2018

ATT President, Tracy Easman, welcomed many distinguished guests

course ranged from where to
draw the line between a hobby
and trading, property tax
issues (including the seemingly
odd results which can be
thrown up by the new finance
cost restrictions), capital
allowances, employee benefits,
VAT and that age old question
‘can I get a deduction?’.
All of the case studies
used in the courses are based
on real life examples from
Michael’s experience of
working in practice. Delegates
were encouraged to use these
case studies as a basis for
discussion and debate. The
trading vs hobby scenarios
were particularly popular at the
London event, with delegates
sharing opposing views on
several of the examples used.
This proved to be a fantastic
demonstration of just how
subtle and nuanced tax can be.
The 2018 series of courses
is set to be just as successful as
2017, with over 70 attendees
at the first session in London,
and a total of 300 attendees
expected across all seven
sessions.
It was good to see lots of
attendees in previous years
returning this year, and we
hope to see many of them
again throughout the upcoming
events.
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EVENT

ATT President, Tracy Easman,
welcomed many distinguished
guests, including key
figures from HMRC, senior
representatives from other
professional bodies as well as
leading individuals from the
tax profession to the Annual
Lunch which was held at
Clothworkers’ Hall, in the City
of London.
During the luncheon the
2018 ATT Council Award was

given to Peter Gravestock in
recognition of the exceptional
contribution he has made
to the Association. Peter
has been actively involved
in the Association since its
inception in 1989. He is a
former President (1995-97)
and served 12 years on Council
from 1990 to 2002. He was
the first Chair of Technical
Committee (1999-2001) and
served on the Committee and
Technical Steering Group until
the end of 2017.

Tracy Easman (left) presented Peter Gravestock (right) with his Council Award
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TAX CHARITIES

News from Bridge
the Gap
FUNDRAISING

Alison Lovejoy outlines how
Tax Help and TaxAid use their
volunteers
Tax Help and TaxAid have
similar aims and objectives and
they both run helplines and use
both staff and volunteers to
support clients when the issue
cannot be resolved by a phone
call. However, over the years
they have each developed
different ways of using their
volunteers.
Tax Help’s 420-450
volunteers are a nationwide
network of retired HMRC
personnel, retired and working
tax advisers and people
working in the tax departments
of other organisations. TaxAid’s
70+ volunteers are both retired
tax professionals and those still
working whose volunteering
is facilitated by their
employers. They are mainly
based in London, Birmingham,
Manchester and Newcastle and
provide help in a number of
different ways
At Tax Help, a team of 12
tax advisers take calls in the
Headquarters in Dorset and
assess and advise on the
greater proportion. Where
a client has a complex issue
which cannot easily be
resolved by HQ, they will ask
the Booking Team to find a
local volunteer to meet with
the client either in the client’s
home or in an independent
venue (surgery). The volunteer
will take all the details and
hopefully be able to resolve
the issue in one session; if not,
a second appointment can be
made. A record of the meeting,
together with any calculations,
is sent to HQ where it is logged
and checked. Issues dealt with
include accessing pensions;
bereavement; coding and
current HMRC disclosure
campaigns.
As well as helping clients
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in their area, Tax Help
volunteers can, and do,
help promote the charity by
distributing leaflets; giving
talks to local organisations,
such as pension clubs and care
homes; raising awareness at
community events; and offering
training to other third sector
organisations.
Recruiting volunteers is
always a challenge. Volunteers
are currently particularly
needed in Dumfries, Galloway,
Northumberland, North
Norfolk, Lincolnshire and Kent.
TaxAid’s staff and helpline
volunteers try and resolve
tax problems over the
phone, but if face to face
meetings with volunteers are
arranged either in TaxAid’s
London Headquarters, or at
the offices of one of the big
4 accountancy firms who
provide teams of volunteers
and office space to see clients
in Birmingham, Manchester
and Newcastle. Again TaxAid’s
Head office has oversight of
the work undertaken by the

David McCauley, Volunteer

volunteers.
For anyone outside these
areas TaxAid offers support
via their Casework volunteers
and staff. The main problems
presented by TaxAid’s clients
involve the completion of
outstanding Tax Returns;
appealing late filing penalties;
applications under ESC A19
against PAYE underpayments;
dealing with HMRC’s
determinations; and failure to
notify cases.
TaxAid also have a
small number of ‘specialist
volunteers’ who undertake
projects such as Impact

reporting (measuring the help
TaxAid gives to vulnerable
clients), systems development
and ‘making tax digital’.
TaxAid is also looking to
expand its helpline opening
hours and is keen to recruit
new volunteers to answer
helpline calls. Volunteers can
be based anywhere in the UK
but would need to be able to
travel to London for training
and update sessions.
If anyone feels they can
join the volunteers could
they please get in touch with
taxvol@taxvol.org.uk or
karen@taxaid.org.uk.

CIOT

New CIOT Council member from 9 October
2018: Nikhil Mehta CTA (Fellow) Barrister
COUNCIL

Nikhil Mehta is both an
English barrister and an Indian
advocate. He was called to
the Bar in England and after
completing his pupillage in
London, he practised at the
Tax Bar in Mumbai from 19771980 in the Chambers of the
late Sanat P. Mehta, Senior
Advocate. He then returned
to the UK and joined what
was then the Inland Revenue
Solicitor’s Office in Somerset
House, where he worked
mainly in collection and
enforcement.
From 1983-2002, he
was in the Tax Department

Nik Mehta

of Linklaters, first as an
associate and then as a
partner from 1989. He set
up and headed the firm’s

India Business Group. He
also became a solicitoradvocate and co-headed the
Contentious Tax Group. In
2002, he became the first
UK tax partner at Cleary
Gottlieb Steen & Hamilton
and worked in the firm’s
London Office until 2009.
He returned to the
English Bar at the beginning
of 2010. He is a member of
Gray’s Inn Tax Chambers and
continues to have a broad
tax practice encompassing
both UK and Indian tax laws
and acts for both corporates
and private clients on
domestic and international
tax matters.
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CIOT at the political conferences
EVENT

The CIOT held three topical
debates about business taxation
at the party political conferences
this autumn (for a full review
of the tax issues discussed
at the conferences, see the
article by George Crozier on
page 6). The debates at Labour
and Conservative Conference
were held in conjunction with
the Institute for Fiscal Studies
and were titled ‘What does
fair business taxation look like
in a digital world?’ MPs from
both sides expressed their
unhappiness with the tax that
some digital companies pay and
said that a multilateral approach
to dealing with this is preferred.

At Labour

Shadow Tax Minister Anneliese
Dodds told the CIOT/IFS/Labour
Business fringe debate that
unilateral approaches are less
effective than a joint approach
across nations when it comes to
taxing companies, but struck a
hopeful note, saying there is ‘a
lot of support for dealing with
loopholes in the international
tax system’.
In her remarks on
multinational companies, she
said there were problems
with the arm’s length principle
used for transfer pricing. She
observed that, at EU level, they
have been talking for some time
about a formula based system.

Some have suggested applying
this to some groups of firms, not
others. This would be complex
and would need a debate about
the fundamental building blocks
of the tax system, she thought.
On the specific question of
taxing large technology firms,
Dodds’ view is that there must
be a rebalancing of the tax
situation to help ‘bricks and
mortar’ business.
Dodds also talked about
the need for HMRC to be
appropriately resourced. She
has been on a tour of ten tax
offices that have either already
closed or are due to be closed
due to the restructuring of
HMRC. She found ‘we have a big
bump really of people who are
highly skilled within HMRC who
are leaving their jobs because
of the restructuring process…
new people coming in who do
not have that expertise and that
[expertise] is needed even more
when it comes to these complex
areas, especially around profit
shifting.’
IFS’ Helen Miller said the
Government can keep adding
patches to the general tax
regime, some specifically for
digital, but she warned that that
will not lead to a surge in UK tax
revenues or fix all competition
issues. An alternative is to move
to a system that has fewer
problems. Intangible assets
are hard to measure and ideas
to tax multinational digital

From nearest to camera: Dodds, Hamish Sandison
(Labour Business), Fullelove and Miller

companies in terms of their users
will be tricky. She suggested
that a practical way forward
was to focus on trying to reduce
distortions.
On taxing in relation to user
created value, CIOT Deputy
President Glyn Fullelove said
a ‘customer’ and a ‘user’
are different. A user is not a
customer because there is not
a transaction between the
user and Facebook. Data is
talked of as’ gold dust’ but the
value comes from the analysis,
he suggested. On the interim
measure of a revenue tax of a
small per cent that Google or
Facebook, for example, derives
in the UK, he said there are
issues including determining how
to measure revenue they derive
in the UK, and he is concerned
at some of the rates suggested
(three per cent or five per cent)
because three per cent of a
company’s revenue is ‘a heck of a
lot’ more than three per cent of
their profit, and it is the easiest
thing for the extra cost to be put
on customers.
Among the topics covered by
questions in the Q&A session at
Labour were user created value,
tax credits and taxes beyond
corporation tax. Dodds noted
the increased use of taxes to try
to deliver goals beyond revenue
raising. She said there needs to
be a bigger focus on reliefs with
better scrutiny.

At the Conservatives
Left to right: Courts, Stride, McCann, Hooper and Johnson
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Chancellor Philip Hammond
set the scene for our fringe

debate with the statement in his
conference speech that Britain
will unilaterally implement a
digital service tax if there is
no international agreement
soon on how to tax big internet
companies. Speaking in our
debate the next day, Tax
Minister Mel Stride said to
‘expect some things coming
down the line’ from the Treasury
on Hammond’s pledge.
The Financial Secretary
said a multilateral approach is
preferred by the Government,
although he accepted this is a
slow process. On EU proposals
to tax digital companies, he
said they must include some de
minimis threshold to prevent
disincentives for start-ups.
Stride said the taxing of digital
MNCs should not be a debate
about ‘loopholes’. Rather, the
Government thinks that the
1920s model of international
taxation that still exists is ‘not fit
for purpose’ in terms of catching
the value that some of these
digital business are generating
in the UK today. He went on
to say there are three distinct
categories of digital businesses
in the UK: online retailers, social
media platforms and search
engines. None of the historical
approaches to tax that we are
still using today take account
of user behaviour in relation to
these three businesses, he said.
Conservative MP Robert
Courts, Chair of the All Party
Parliamentary Group for Small
and Micro-Business, spoke
about the challenge of being a
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Left to right: Tunby, Forbes, Michael Blackley (Scottish Daily Mail), McCann

constituency MP in Oxfordshire
who is watching uncomfortably
as digital companies compete
with his local shops, the ‘jewels
of our high streets’. He believes
in maintaining the social value of
high streets, with the help of the
tax system.
At the heart of the question
the event intends to answer is
not tax avoidance, particularly
post-BEPS and post-USA tax
reform, but rather whether the
rules as currently drafted allocate
taxing rights to the jurisdictions
that the governments want
them to and whether the public
understand that, said EY’s Claire
Hooper, Chair of the CIOT’s
Corporate Taxes Sub-Committee.
Some governments could look
at their mix of revenue and how
much corporate tax should be

part of that, she suggested.
The Treasury is looking at ‘user
created value’ in relation to
digital businesses but Hooper
said market research and
feedback from customers
has always been helpful to
companies, although consumers
now seem to be doing some of
the supply side functions for
some digital companies. When
was the value added, she asked.
By the user or during the design
stage, when the algorithm was
created?
Paul Johnson, Director of
the IFS, told the audience that
since the 1920s, the tax due
is determined by the cost to
your business if you had to buy
some service or goods from an
independent business overseas
(even if you just purchase from

CIOT/ATT

Christmas
carol service
EVENT

The CIOT and ATT will hold its traditional
Christmas Carol Service for Members at
St Peter’s Church, Eaton Square, London
on Thursday 13 December 2018.
A small reception with mulled wine
and mince pies will be held after the
service and will conclude the evening.
The CIOT and ATT hopes that many
of its members will join in with the
celebrations for the festive season and
looks forward to seeing you there.
Online registrations can be made at:
www.tax.org.uk/carolservice2018
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a subsidiary) – which is how
transfer pricing works. But the
world is more complicated
today, not least because
different subsidiaries do one
than one thing and because of
complications with identifying
where the value is created. In the
digital world, you have companies
making money where they are
not manufacturing anything –
hence the heated debate. Taxing
where sales are made is not going
to happen in his lifetime, he said,
because there will be big winners
and big losers.
Many of the questions from
the audience at both conference
events called for action on
business rates on shops to level
the playing field with online-only
sellers. Rates are not the entire
picture as to why high streets
are struggling, Stride replied; it
is partly explained by changes in
customer behaviour.

At the SNP

At SNP conference, CIOT and CBI
Scotland collaborated on the
event Taxing Scottish Businesses
in a Digital World. Kate Forbes
MSP, Scotland’s Minister for
Public Finance, said that the
Scottish Parliament had limited
powers over business taxation
but was intent to use these
levers to deliver a fair regime
that supported economic growth
and boosted competitiveness.
She told the meeting that the
Scottish government was likely
to press ahead with plans to
introduce a business rates levy
for online businesses. This came
out of last year’s Barclay review
of business rates.
Speaking for the CIOT, Ray
McCann argued that the taxation
of digital businesses required a
multilateral approach, noting
that the UK – or Scotland for that
matter – risked retaliation if it
chose to go it alone.
The digital economy was vital
to the prosperity of Scottish
businesses, argued Mari Tunby
of CBI Scotland. She pointed
towards research showing
that Scotland could increase
its GDP by 13 per cent if it
became a digital world leader.
She agreed on the need for an
international approach, but not
at the risk of damaging Scotland’s
attractiveness as a place to do
business.
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Branch events

NOV-DEC 2018

Where do you get your CPD?

Does your firm provide your CPD needs? Have you tried a local Branch event before? Would you like the
opportunity to meet with CTAs, ATTs and other professionals in your local network? Why not go along to
a local Branch event? Below we have listed branch events taking place up to 15 December 2018. However,
please visit your local branch website as there may be some events which have been planned since this list
was sent to print.

Aberdeen

Monday 3 December
VAT
Alistair Duncan
12.45-13.45

Caroline Harwood
18.45-20.15

Birmingham & West
Midlands

Thursday 29 November
Tax efficient management
buyouts
Pete Miller
18.45-20.15

Bristol

Thursday 6 December
De-enveloping Residential
Property Tax efficiently
Emma Chamberlain
18.15-20.15

Thursday 13 December
Private client update
Matthew Hansell
08.15-10.00
Monday 3 December
SDLT update
Adam Kay
18.00-19.15

Commerce & Industry
Monday 19 November
Tax reporting
16.45-19.00

East Anglia

Tuesday 4 December
MTD update workshop
Richard Wild
14.00-17.00

Edinburgh

Leeds

Wednesday 12 December
The Budget: what you need
to know
Bill Dodwell
18.00-20.00

London

Monday 19 November
Indirect tax meeting
18.00-19.00
Monday 26 November
International tax meeting
18.00-19.00

Thursday 22 November
Career choices and how to be
headhunted
Amy Bothwick, Ross Stupart
and Anne Oliver
17.30-18.45

Mid-Anglia

Essex

Thursday 22 November
Getting ready for MTD
Richard Wild
18.00-19.30

Tuesday 27 November
MTD and AGM
Richard Wild
18.00-20.00

European

Friday 16 November
22nd Cross Atlantic and
European Tax Symposium
09.00-14.00

Glasgow

Tuesday 4 December
Recovery of tax, limitation
and change of position
Gordon Watt
12.30-13.30

Harrow & North London
Thursday 22 November
IR35

Wednesday 21 November
Topical farming update
David Missen
14.00-17.00

North East England

Severn Valley

Tuesday 20 November
Recent tax cases
Keith Gordon
14.15-17.15

Sheffield

Wednesday 21 November
Employee Share Incentives
for SMEs
Sarah Anderson
18.15-19.45

Tuesday 27 November
Mentoring Masterclass
Sean Costello
18.00-20.00

Thursday 13 December
Acting for farmers &
landowners
Julie Butler
14.00-17.00

Northern Ireland

South London & Surrey

Wednesday 5 December
Topical issues in VAT
Mike Thexton
17.15-19.15

Scottish Borders

Tuesday 20 November
Tax conference
Robert Jamieson
09.00-16.30

www.taxadvisermagazine.com | November 2018

Monday 3 December
Budget
Mark Baycroft
Guildford
18.30-20.00

Wednesday 12 December
Budget
Mark Baycroft
Croydon
18.30-20.00

South West England

Wednesday 28 November
IHT update
Robert Jamieson
15.45-19.00

Suffolk

Wednesday 12 December
VAT update
Anne Holt
18.30-20.00

Sussex

Thursday 22 November
International issues
Elizabeth Goshtai
18.30-20.00

Thames Valley

Monday 3 December
Private residences
Gerry Jackson
Oxford
18.30-19.30
Wednesday 5 December
Inheritance tax and trusts
update
Peter McGeown
Reading
18.30-19.30
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Recruitment

To place an advertisement contact:
advertisingsales@lexisnexis.co.uk

Chair of the CIOT/ATT
Audit Committee

Advertise in the next issue of

Booking deadline:
Friday 16th November
Contact:
advertisingsales@lexisnexis.co.uk
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Personal Tax Director
West End
£100,000 – £120,000 + partnership route

Senior Private Client Tax Manager
London
c.£75,000 – £85,000

Frustrated by the lack of opportunity to progress? Our
client is an international accountancy firm with a multi
award-winning Private Client team. They are offering
a talented CTA the opportunity to join their thriving
practice and to progress to Partnership in the short-term.
Non dom and PE-related personal tax advisory experience
is essential. An interest in BD important. Ref 4722

Position yourself for partnership with one of London’s
most respected Private Client accountancy firms. Their
prominent team has attracted advisers from the Big 4
and Top 10, with high quality advisory work, fast-track
career paths and the opportunity to build a name for
oneself. They are looking for a CTA with the potential
to make Partner within 2–3 years. Ref 4704

Landed Estates Associate Director
Winchester Area
c.£65,000 – £75,000

Personal Tax Manager or Senior Manager
Birmingham
£50,000 – £75,000

Do you have extensive experience of advising landed
estates and farming families on IHT, CGT and related
tax planning issues? Are you looking to join a friendly,
supportive and high-profile firm, offering scope to
progress to Partnership within 2–3 years? Our client is a
prominent regional practice with a strong reputation in
the Private Client field. Ref 4719

Take your career to the next level! One of the UK’s
premier Private Client firms is keen to appoint an
additional CTA at Manager or Senior Manager grade.
They advise an impressive client base of new-money
entrepreneurs, many of whom are non dom. A broad
range of interesting and challenging advisory work is
therefore on offer. Ref 4721

Personal Tax Planning Manager
West End
To £65,000

Private Client Tax Assistant Manager
London
£48,000 – £51,000

Fast-track your career in an advisory-focused role with
a highly respected Private Client Tax team. Their client
base rivals anything in the Big 4 and offers scope to
undertake a broad range of income and capital taxes
planning work. Be supported with swift progression to
Senior Manager. CTA essential together with good UK
res non dom experience. Ref 4705

Join a thriving Top 20 Private Client team, advising HNW
non doms, entrepreneurs, sports & music celebrities and
UHNW families. Working closer with several high-profile
Private Client partners, you will perform very much a
client-facing role and be supported in your development
towards Manager garde. CTA essential, together with strong
technical knowledge of domicile and remittance. Ref 4727

Many of the instructions we receive are on an exclusive
basis. For details of these and other opportunities,
please visit our website or contact:
E: michaelhowells@howellsconsulting.co.uk
T: (020) 7408 9474

www.howellsconsulting.co.uk

For career advice, jobs and to
upload your CV, register now
free at:

www.taxation-jobs.co.uk

@TaxationJobs
www.taxation-jobs.co.uk
From the publishers of

OPPORTUNITY TO BE AN
EXAMINER FOR THE CIOT

With the introduction of our new exam structure in 2019, we want to strengthen our examining teams and
are seeking specialists in the following areas who would like to join us:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Indirect Taxation
Taxation of Owner-Managed Businesses
Taxation of Individuals
Human Capital Taxes
Inheritance Tax, Trust and Estates
Corporation Tax

Applications are invited from those with at least three years’ post qualification experience who can offer the skills required to
help to maintain and enhance the standard of our examinations. The key requirements for the role are:
•
•
•
•

The ability to keep to the tight timetable for the preparation and review of the exam questions and for the marking of scripts
Strong technical skills
Good written communications skills
The ability to work as a member of a team

You would be part of a team responsible for drafting, reviewing and marking one of the Advisory examination papers and for
ensuring that the examinations are of the highest possible quality. The time commitment varies from paper to paper, but most
examiners continue to work full-time and carry out CIOT work at weekends and in the evenings. Typically, an examiner in an
Advisory team will be part of a team of four and will write and review half of a paper once a year and will mark questions they
have set. If appointed you will be required to attend training on the afternoon of 19 March 2019 and an Examiners’ Day on 20
March 2019.
The draft 2019 syllabus and recent exam papers can be found here:
Past exam papers: https://www.tax.org.uk/students-qualifications/studying/past-exam-papers
Draft 2019 syllabus: https://www.tax.org.uk/draft2019syllabus
Remuneration is commensurate with the strong skill set demanded for examiners.
If you are interested then please email Jude Maidment a copy of your CV in the first instance (jmaidment@ciot.org.uk). This
will be passed to the Chief Examiner. If you would like to discuss the examiner role then please contact Jude on 020 7340
0577.

MEET YOUR ADVISERS
GEORGIANA HEAD

ALISON TAIT

Director

Director

Tel: 0113 280 6766
Mob: 07957 842 402

Tel: 0113 280 6764
Mob: 07971627 304

georgiana@ghrtax.com

alison@ghrtax.com

Corporate Tax Assistant Manager
Harrogate – £excellent

Group Tax Manager – In-house
N Yorkshire – £45,000 to £60,000 + bens

Great role for a recently qualified (ACA, ICAS or CTA) to join
a rapidly growing practice in Harrogate. You will become
involved in a wide range of compliance and advisory work for
entrepreneurial businesses, private equity backed businesses
and Plcs. As well as main stream corporate tax, you will
work on transactions and projects such as R&D and transfer
pricing. Plenty of scope for progression and a great mentoring
programme make this a great role for someone looking to
develop their career in tax. Call Georgiana Ref: 2664

A new role has arisen in an in-house finance team for a
qualified (ACA, ICAS, CIMA or CTA or equivalent). This role will
involve corporate tax and a chance to get involved in VAT,
transfer pricing and employment taxes. You will be involved
in transaction support and will work closely with the business.
This is an opportunity to be part of the growth of a new in-house
team in a rapidly growing business. Reporting to the head of
tax, you will be their ‘right hand’ person. A great opportunity in
a lovely part of the world. Call Georgiana Ref: 2693

Senior Manager – Advisory Focus
Lymm, Cheshire – £excellent

Transfer Pricing Senior Manager
Manchester – £excellent + bens

Our client is an independent firm which specialises in tax
advisory work. The practice seeks a corporate or mixed tax
trained individual with a genuine interest in OMB tax work.
Alongside technical work, you will be actively involved in
managing and developing more junior staff and building long
term client relationships. Would consider part-time 2 or 3 day
week. A really interesting local opportunity in the Warrington
area. Call Georgiana Ref: 2698

This team deals with a broad mix of clients including dynamic mid
market companies, multinationals and large UK groups which
are beginning to trade overseas. You will get involved in both
documentation work and also a wide range of advisory work such
as transactions, advising on permanent establishment and new
overseas ventures as well as advising on practical things like formats
for country-by-country reporting. This team offer an enviable flexible
working policy (part time also possible). Call Georgiana Ref: 2567

In-house Tax Manager
NE Yorkshire – £45,000 to £60,000 + bens

Personal Tax Assistant Manager
Harrogate – £excellent

A great in-house opportunity for a qualified tax professional
who is looking for something to get their teeth into. Our client
is the in-house team of a Plc – their tax function is growing and
they need someone who is commercial and decisive who can
help manage corporate tax and get involved in broader tax
governance work and projects such as R&D and transactions.
Scope to be involved in managing and developing more junior
staff. Happy to consider candidates from practice or industry
and on a full time or 4 day week basis. Call Georgiana Ref: 2708

A qualified (CTA, ICAS, ACA or equivalent) tax professional is
sought by the personal tax team of a growing accountancy
firm. In this role, you will work to directors and partners
on predominantly advisory work. Clients include HNW
individuals, families and owner managers. You will be involved
in a wide range of advisory work including transaction support
for individuals floating their family businesses. Great quality
clients, a lovely working environment and team make this a
brilliant opportunity. Call Georgiana Ref: 2709

www.georgianaheadrecruitment.com

Tax Consultant
Hartlepool
£market rate depending upon experience

Personal Tax Assistant
Bradford
£excellent

Thriving independent firm seeks a mixed tax specialist
to undertake compliance and advisory work. You will be
responsible for the self assessment tax returns for high net
worth individuals, company directors and local entrepreneurs
and the corporation tax returns for OMBs of varying sizes.
You will also have a portfolio of advisory work, covering
technical issues such as succession planning, capital taxes
planning, group reorganisations and income tax planning. An
interesting and varied role that comes with career progression
opportunities. Call Alison Ref: 2702

This independent firm in Bradford is looking for a personal tax
assistant to manage the compliance process for a portfolio
of clients including sole traders, company directors, high net
worth individuals and partnerships. You will deal with HMRC
correspondence, maintain client relationships and provide
assistance on ad hoc advisory projects. You should be AAT/
ATT/ACCA qualified, with recent personal tax compliance
experience. Business tax experience would be advantageous.
The firm also offers study support for candidates looking to
do their exams. Call Alison Ref: 2569

Mixed Tax Senior or Supervisor
Bury
£excellent

Indirect Tax Manager
Leeds
To £50,000 + bens

This large independent firm seeks an experienced mixed tax
senior or supervisor. You will have a varied workload including
tax compliance, tax investigation and advisory assignments.
You will manage your own portfolio of clients, covering
technical issues including corporation tax planning, R&D and
Patent Box claims, capital allowances, group reorganisations,
EMI option schemes and some international tax matters. You
must have an appetite to become involved in advising SMEs
and their shareholders on a range of tax issues, and preferably
be ATT, CTA or ACA qualified. Call Alison Ref: 2703

This international firm has a thriving indirect tax practice. As
part of their plans for growth, they are looking for an ambitious
indirect tax manager to manage a portfolio of advisory work on
UK, international and listed clients. You should be CTA/ACA/
ACCA qualified, with a commercial edge and the enthusiasm
to grow a business. You will have man management
responsibilities and will be expected to delegate work to and
review work undertaken by junior team members. A fantastic
opportunity to join a successful team at an exciting stage in
their growth. Call Alison Ref: 2707

Corporate Tax Manager
Leeds
To £50,000 + bens

Tax Advisory Senior Manager
Stoke-on-Trent
To £65,000 + bens

This is a great role that comes with very real promotion
prospects to partner in the future. You will manage a
portfolio of multinational and large OMB corporate clients
with complex tax affairs. You will work on advisory projects
and technical assignments alongside overseeing the more
complex corporate tax compliance issues. You will also be
responsible for the man management of a team of juniors
and assisting the partner team with business development
opportunities, proposals for new work and organising
networking events. Part time candidates will be considered.
Call Alison Ref: 2668

You will manage a portfolio of advisory assignments in
relation to both corporate and personal tax clients. These
assignments are varied, and the role therefore offers exciting
technical challenges. Examples of projects include corporate
reorganisations, succession planning, advising on share
schemes and shareholder tax reliefs such as EIS and VCT
issues. There will also be an element of man management,
and you will take an active role in client pitches and business
development initiatives. You should be ACA/CTA qualified,
with previous experience of working at manager level.
Call Alison Ref: 2322

YOUR TAXATION RECRUITMENT SPECIALISTS

MAGNETIC
NORTH

GU I DI NG YO U TO T H E BE S T TA X JO BS IN T HE NO RT H O F E NG LAND

IN-HOUSE TAX MANAGER

STOKE ON TRENT £Exceptional package + bens – dep on exp

IN-HOUSE CORP. TAX MANAGER

A new role has been created within this dynamic, profitable and growing international
business. Reporting to the Head of Tax, this is a superb opportunity, where you will be
working on high calibre tax advisory projects across the group on a wide range of, both
UK and international, tax issues. A tremendously varied and challenging career move.
REF: R2686

WAKEFIELD
£45,000
This is an extremely varied role within a small in-house tax team. You will be
responsible for preparing the UK corporate tax returns, quarterly UK and group tax
reporting, assisting with US disclosures and a wide variety of tax projects. Experience of
VAT would be advantageous. Attractive benefits including onsite parking.
REF: S2873

TAX ADVISORY MANAGER

MIXED TAX MANAGER

CORP. TAX COMPLIANCE AM / M

PRIVATE CLIENT TAX CONSULTANT

STOCKPORT
To £55,000 dep on exp
A great opportunity for someone with previous tax advisory experience, ideally including
private client tax issues such as IHT and trusts. The firm enjoys a great reputation and
offers the chance to work as part of its friendly and dynamic tax team, with prospects
for future progression if that is your ambition.
REF: A2797

WIRRAL

To £45,000 dep on exp
This long established and successful practice is looking to recruit a tax manager for a
role that could lead to future partnership for the right candidate. You will be involved
in broad spectrum of interesting work including both compliance and advisory projects
on a mixed tax client base.
REF: A2861

MANCHESTER / REMOTE

To £52,000 plus bens
The specialist corporate tax compliance and reporting team at this big 4 firm is looking
to recruit several candidates. You will currently be either at assistant manager or manager
level with strong corporate tax compliance and tax accounting skills. Remote /flexible
working and part time roles are available in these sought-after positions.
REF: A2838

£35,000
Our client has an amazingly varied and high calibre client base. It now seeks a
recently qualified or part qualified individual to join its growing team providing a wide
range of tax advisory assignments across all taxes in areas such as IHT/CGT planning,
transactions, share schemes, and tax investigations.
REF: S2847

EMPLOYMENT TAX DIRECTOR

STAND ALONE IN-HOUSE TAX M’GER

YORKSHIRE

£ dep on exp
Our client, a top 20 practice, seeks a senior manager/director. The firm has a high-quality client
base and this role will involve taking responsibility for developing the firm’s employment tax
strategy and service offering, in conjunction with colleagues nationally. An excellent opportunity
for a proven professional who is keen to bring their own ideas to the role.
REF: S2874

LEEDS

MANCHESTER

£60,000 to £65,000
A rare proposition – your chance to join the finance team of this is leading retail business,
based in Manchester city centre, as their dedicated in-house Tax Manager. You will look after all
UK tax compliance and reporting, including preparation and submission of tax returns, as well
as working alongside external advisors on more complex planning activities.
REF: R2876

Tel: 0333 939 0190 Web: www.taxrecruit.co.uk
Mike Longman FCA CTA: mike@taxrecruit.co.uk; Ian Riley ACA: ian@taxrecruit.co.uk; Alison Riordan: alison@taxrecruit.co.uk; Sally Wright: sally@taxrecruit.co.uk

